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ABSTRACT

An elasto-plastic coupled system o f equations are formulated here in order to describe
the tune-dependent deformation o f saturated cohesive soils. Formulation o f these equations is
based on the principle o f virtual work and the theory o f mixtures for inelastic porous media as
proposed by Prevost (1980) and Kiousis and Voyiadjis (1988). The saturated soil is
considered as a mixture consisting o f two deformable media, the solid grains and the water.
Each medium is regarded as a continuum and follows its own motion. The coupled equations
are developed for large deformations with finite strains in an updated Lagrangian reference
frame.
The coupled behavior o f the two phase material is implemented into the finite element
program GAP/CTM (Geotechnical Analysis Program based on the Coupled Theory' of
Mixtures), which is developed by the author. This formulation is applied in the analysis o f two
geotechnical problems. The piezocone penetration and the shield tunneling in cohesive soils.
The piezocone penetration in cohesive soils is numerically simulated and implemented
into the finite element program (GAP/CTM). The continuous penetration o f the cone is
simulated by applying an incremental vertical movement o f the cone tip boundary. The
numerical simulation is done for two cases. In the first case, the interface friction between the
soil and the piezocone penetrometer is neglected. In the second case, interface friction is
assumed between the soil and the piezocone. Results obtained from the simulation using the
proposed model are compared with those obtained from the miniature piezocone penetration
tests (PCPT) for cohesive soil specimens conducted at the LSU calibration chamber. The

xii
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resulting excess pore pressure distribution and its dissipation using the numerical model
are compared with some available predicting methods.
A two-dimensional computational model is developed in order to simulate the
continuous advance o f the Earth Pressure Balance (EPB) Shield during the tunneling
process in cohesive soils. This model is implemented into the finite element program
(GAP/CTM). The computational model is based on the plane strain "transverselongitudinal’ sections that can incorporate the three-dimensional deformation o f the soil
around and ahead o f the shield face. The continuous shield advance is modeled using the
remeshing technique. This model has been used to analyze the N-2 tunnel project
constructed in 1981 in San Francisco. California.

Xlll
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. G eneral
The sofl skeleton consists o f solid grain particles and voids that are filled with water and/or
air. Therefore, the sofl can be considered as a mixture o f multiphase deformable medium o f
solid grains, water, and air. each o f which is regarded as a continuum and follows its own
motion. When saturated, the soil consists o f two deformable media (two-phase state), the
solid grains and water. In this work, a coupled elasto-plastic system o f equations are
formulated in order to describe the nonlinear elasto-plastic. time-dependent deformation o f
the saturated cohesive sofl skeleton (two phase state). Formulation o f these equations is based
on the principle o f virtual work and the concepts of the theory o f mixtures for inelastic porous
media as proposed by Prevost (1980) and Kiousis and Voyiadjis (1985). In this formulation,
the solid grains and water are assumed to be incompressible and the flow o f water through
the porous media is assumed to obey Darcy's law.
In many geotechnical engineering problems, the sofl medium undergoes large
displacement and/or large deformation causing changes in geometry. The effect o f this
deformation upon the overall geometry o f the soil medium can not be ignored. Therefore, in
order to describe the actual behavior o f the soil considering the change in geometry o f the soil
medium, the concept o f large deformation and finite strains must be used in the finite element
formulation. To incorporate the geometric nonlinearities into the finite element analysis, two
well known approaches have been used, the total Lagrangian formulation (Hibbit et. al. 1970:

1
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Voyiadjis, 1984: Kiousis and Voyiadjis. 1985) and the Eulerian formulation (Prevost. 1981).
In the total Lagrangian formulation, all variables (displacements, stresses, and strains) are
referred to the original or initial undeformed configuration while in the Eulerian formulation,
all variables are referred to the current deformed configuration. In recent years, an Updated
Lagrangian formulation has been used (Le. Chopra and Dargush. 1992) which involves
updating the configuration at the end o f each incremental step and the variables are referred
to the previously updated configuration o f the body.
In this work, the finite element formulation o f the coupled system o f equations are done
for large deformations and finite strains using the Updated Lagrangian formulation. The
derived equations are implemented into the finite element program GAP/CTM (Geotechnical
Analysis Program based on the Coupled Theory o f Mixtures) developed by the author. For
the case of large deformation, the constitutive relation for the solid phase is assumed to relate
the effective coorotational stress rate tensor to the spatial strain rate tensor. The modified
Cam-Clay model is used in this work to describe the plastic behavior o f the clayey soils. The
formulated coupled equations are used in the application o f two geotechnical engineering
problems. The first application, is the analysis o f miniature piezocone penetration in cohesive
soils. The second, is the modeling o f the shield tunneling process in cohesive soils.
The evaluation o f different soil parameters (e.g. geotechnical parameters, flow
characteristics, etc.) can be determined by either laboratory or in-situe testing. Recently,
there is an increased concern toward the evaluation o f soil parameters using in-situ
testing (Tumay. et al., 1981). The electronic piezocone penetrometer is one of the
important devices used for in-situ testing. The interpretation o f the piezocone

Reproduced with permission o fth e copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

J

penetration test (PCPT) data is affected by many variables (Kurup. et al.. 1994;
Voyiadjis. et al. 1993; Kiousis. et al.. 1988; Kiousis. 1985) including the piezocone
design, testing procedures, soil characteristics, and rate o f penetration. Several
interpretation procedures have been used to analyze the piezocone penetration and to
evaluate the engineering soil parameters. These procedures are usually based either on
the bearing capacity theories (Meyerhof, 1961) or the cavity expansion theories
(Torstensson, 1975, 1977; Vesic 1972). The strain path method (Baligh 1985; Levadoux
and Baligh 1986), semi-empirical methods (Gupta and Davidson. 1986). and the
dislocation method (Elsworth. 1993) have been used in the cavity expansion analysis.
Deborst and Vermeer (1984) and Kiousis, et al. (1988) used the finite element technique
to analyze the cone penetration assuming a pre-bored hole to a certain depth with zero
initial in-situ stresses. A combination o f a strain path method with the finite element
technique have been proposed by Teh and Houlsby (1991). Most o f the methods that are
based on the cavity expansion approach assume that the soil around the cone follows a
certain deformation pattern that is different from the real displacement field o f the soil
elements resulting from piezocone penetration (Kiousis et al., 1988; Kiousis. 1985), and
hence they cannot correctly model the strain paths followed by the soil element (Baligh
1985) during cone penetration. Consequently, the resulting stresses are not necessary in
equilibrium. The cavity expansion method does not distinguish between the different soil
deformation modes due to different cone geometries. The soil-piezocone interface
friction is usually neglected in these methods.
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Part o f this work involved the development of an analytical model to simulate the
piezocone penetration in cohesive soils using the formulated coupled equations. The
analytical model is implemented in the finite element program and used to analyze the
piezocone penetration tests (PCPT) conducted at the Louisiana State University
Calibration Chamber (LSU/CALCHAS) (de Luna and Tumay, 1991; Tumay and de
Lima, 1992; Voyiadjis, et al., 1993; Kurup. et al.. 1994).
Due to the rapid growth in major cities, the creation o f underground space is
becoming essential in order to accommodate transportation systems, communication, and
utility networks. Tunneling will play an important role in a sustained future by providing
the necessary infrastructure and accommodation of future needs. The development o f the
shield tunnel methods throughout the history has been concentrated on how to stabilize
and support the cutting face during excavation. The unstable cutting face during
excavation can be supported by different ways such as mechanical means, compressed
air. fluid, and by the excavated soil itself. Construction o f tunnels in soft ground,
especially in urban regions, poses a unique challenge to engineers, and careful
consideration must be given to the magnitude and distribution o f settlements. At present
there is no a generally valid method for predicting ground subsidence owing to tunneling
before the tunnel construction. Up to date empirical procedures (e.g. Peck 1969) have
been widely used, to assess potential ground deformation owing to tunneling.
Nevertheless, empirical formulas have limitations in their applicability to different tunnel
geometries, different construction techniques, and different soil conditions (Lee et al.
1992). Recently, the prediction o f ground deformation and stress patterns during shield
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tunneling have been carried out by numerical analysis based on the finite element
methods. Due to simplicity and cost effectiveness, in many cases, researchers ( e.g. Row
et al.. 1983; Row and Kack. 1983: Ng et al. 1986: Finno and Clough. 1985: Row and
Lee. 1993) adapted the two-dimensional plane strain or axi-symmetrical approach o f the
tunnel transverse or longitudinal section. However, field results and theoretical analyses
show that the general stress and displacement patterns around the tunnel are three
dimensional and very different than that o f the plane strain transverse section (Lee and
Rowe, 1990a, 1990b).
In this work, a two-dimensional computational model is developed and used to
simulate the continuous advance o f the Earth Pressure Balance (EPB) Shield during the
tunneling process in cohesive soils. The model is based on the plane strain "transverselongitudinal" sections that is capable o f simulating the continuous advance of the shield
and incorporating the 3-D deformation o f the soil around and ahead o f the shield face.
The remeshing technique is used in the longitudinal section in order to rearrange the
finite element mesh ahead of the shield face so that the size and dimension o f the
excavated elements match the geometric shape and size o f the shield advance. The
computational model is used to analyze the N-2 tunnel project excavated in 1981 in San
Francisco using the EPB shield tunnel machine.

1.2. O bjectives and Scope o f w ork
•

Theoretical formulation of the coupled system o f equations that describe the nonlinear
elasto-plastic. time-dependent deformation o f a saturated cohesive soil skeleton based on
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the concepts ofthe theory o f mixtures for inelastic porous media for large deformations
and finite strains in an Updated Lagrangian framework.
•

Implementing the coupled system o f equations into a finite element code in the
GAP/CTM program, and verify the model.

•

Develop an analytical model to simulate the continuous advance o f piezocone
penetration in cohesive soils, and implement this model into the finite element
program.

•

Analyze the piezocone penetration tests (PCPT) conducted at the Louisiana State
University Calibration Chamber (LSU/CALCHAS) using the above analytical model.

•

Develop a two-dimensional computational model to simulate the continuous advance
o f the Earth Pressure Balance (EPB) Shield during the tunneling process in cohesive
soils based on the plane strain ‘‘transverse-longitudinal” sections, that is capable of
incorporating the 3-D deformation o f the soil around and ahead o f the shield face.

•

Apply the computational model to analyze the N-2 tunnel project excavated in 1981
in San Francisco using the EPB shield tunnel machine.

13. Organization of Various Chapters
After the introduction chapter, chapter 2 presents the theoretical formulation and the finite
element implementation o f the coupled system o f equations. The numerical simulation o f the
miniature piezocone penetration tests in cohesive soils is described in chapter 3. In chapter 4.
the computational model for the simulation o f the shield tunneling process in cohesive soils
are presented. The analysis o f the N-2 tunnel project is described in chapter 5. Finally, chapter
6 presents the summary and conclusions o f this work.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL FORMULATION AND FINITE
ELEMENT IMPLEMENTATION
2.1. Introduction
This chapter presents the derivation o f the coupled system o f equations that describe the
nonlinear elasto-plastic. time-dependent deformation of a saturated cohesive sofl skeleton
(two phase state). Formulation o f these equations is based on the principle o f virtual work
and the concepts of the theory o f mixtures for inelastic porous media as proposed by Prevost
(1980) and Kiousis and Voyiadjis (1985). The sofl skeleton consists o f solid grain particles
and voids that are filled with water and/or air. According to the theory o f mixtures, the soil
can be considered as a mixture o f multiphase deformable medium o f solid grains, water, and
air, each o f which is regarded as a continuum and follows its own motion. The general
theoretical framework that forms the basis o f the theory of mixtures was first developed by
Truesdell and Toupin (1960). Further development of the modem theory o f mixtures was
presented by Green and Naghdi (1965) and Eringen and Ingram (1967). The theory of
mixtures for a small strain linear elastic porous media was first developed by Biot (1955)
assuming that the fluid flow through solid phase obeys Darcy’s law. An extension o f Biot's
theory for large strain nonlinear inelastic porous media was presented by Prevost (1980). The
work o f Prevost was developed in an Eulerian reference frame. It was shown that the use o f
the Jaumann stress rate in an Eulerian formulation may cause inaccuracies in large strain

7
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s
problems (Dienes. 1979). Kiousis and Voyiadjis (1985) developed a theory" for two phase
material based on the concept o f the theory o f mixtures in a total Lagrangian reference frame
using the material stress rate.
In many geotechnical engineering problems, the soil medium undergo large displacement
and/or large deformation causing change in geometry. The effect o f this deformation upon the
overall geometry ofthe soil medium may not be ignored. Therefore, in order to describe the
actual behavior of the soil considering the change in geometry o f the soil medium, the
concept o f large deformation and finite strains must be used in the finite element formulation.
To incorporate the geometric nonlinearities into the finite element analysis, two well known
approaches have been used, the total Lagrangian formulation (Hibbit et. aL 1970: Voyiadjis.
1984; Kiousis and Voyiadjis. 1985) and the Eulerian formulation (Prevost. 1981). In the total
Lagrangian formulation, all variables (displacements, stresses, and strains) are referred to the
original or initial undeformed configuration o f the body. In this formulation, the second PiolaKirchhoff stress and the Green strain measures are used . In the Eulerian formulation, all
variables are referred to the current deformed configuration. In this approach , the Cauchy
stress and the spatial strain measures are used. In recent years, an Updated Lagrangian
formulation has been used (Le. Chopra and Dargush, 1992). The Updated Lagrangian
formulation involves updating the configuration at the end o f each incremental step. In this
formulation, the variables are referred to the previously updated configuration o f the body.
In this chapter, the finite element formulation o f the coupled system of equations are
done for large deformations and finite strains using the Updated Lagrangian formulation. The
derived governing equations are implemented into the finite element program GAP/CTM
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(Geotechnical Analysis Program based on the Coupled Theory o f Mixtures) developed by the
author. At the end o f each load step, transformation is done in order to obtain the current
updated deformed configuration and hence the required quantities needed for the next load
increment. The Newton-Raphson iterative method is used in order to obtain the converged
solution within the iteration loop depending on the required accuracy. Details o f the
formulation ofthe coupled system o f equations are presented in the following sections.

2.2 Theoretical Formulation
Consider the motion o f a body with respect to a fixed Cartesian coordinate system as
shown in Figure 2.1. The body occupies a volume V„. V„ and V„_i at load increments 0. n
and n+l respectively corresponding to time t°. t" and t"*1. The 0 configuration denotes
the initial undeformed configuration o f an arbitrary deformable body. The n
configuration represents the previous deformed configuration while n+l configuration
represents the current deformed configuration o f the body. In the total Lagrangian
formulation, all the quantities are referred to the initial undeformed state o f the body at 0
configuration. In the Eulerian formulation, all the quantities are referred to the current
undeformed state o f the body at n+l configuration. In the updated Lagrangian
formulation, all quantities in the n+l configuration are determined with respect to the
previous n configuration. In the updated Lagrangian formulation, the reference
configuration is updated after each incremental step. The displacement o f the body at n
and n+l configurations are described respectively by
nX ,= nZl (nZl, nZ2, nZ3;t)

i=l,2,3

and
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deformed

n+l

deformed

n+l configuration

undeformed

n configuration

o configuration

n+l

Figure 2.1 Configuration o f a Body with a Fixed Cartesian Coordinate System
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II
= "-1Xk = X„ (X,,X2JC3; t )

k=l .2.3

(2.1b)

In which X and Z define the location o f the particles at each respective configuration in
the Lagrangian and Eulerian reference frames respectively.
In equation (2.1), for continuity and single-valuedness. the deformation Jacobian must
satisfy the following expression
0 < dz*
dX,

< 00

(2 .2 )

The displacement from n to n+l configuration is represented by
Uj = "“'uj - "u,

(2.3)

The relation between the coordinates at (n+l) and n is given by
Z _*-,x | = nXl + ul

(2.4)

The principle o f virtual work expressed in an updated Lagrangian reference frame is given by
Bathe (1990) as follows:
d "V =

Inv r 's ^

n~'R

(2.5)

e is the total strain and can be decomposed into the linear strain, ^ ab. and the nonlinear
strain nTiAB as follows
r 1S ab ~ n^AB + ntlAB

(2.6)

where
n^AB ~ ~ (ntlAB

hUba)

nT)AB = ~(nU K A nUtca)
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(2.7)

( 2 .8 )

where u is the displacement vector. In equation (2.5). V is the volume, and

sAB is the

second Piola-KirchhofF stress tensor at n+I referred to the n configuration as indicated in
Figure 2.1. It is expressed in terms o f the Cauchy stress tensor "oab such that
T 'saB = n®AB+ nASAB

(2.9)

where
"Oab = <Tsab + Pw Sab

(2 .1 0 )

In equation (2.9), "Asab is the incremental stress tensor from configuration n to n+l as
indicated in Figure 2.1.

ctsab

is the effective Cauchy stress tensor. Pw is the pore water

pressure, and Sab is the Kronecker delta.
In equation (2.5). ""'R is the external virtual work due to the applied loads and tractions and
is evaluated as follows:
""'R =

b, 8u,s dV° + fsG - 1Tt 8uks dS°

(2.1 la)

if the external virtual work is deformation independent, and
"R = V ,

h 5uiSdV ^1+ / s(rM "“'Tk 8uks dSnH

(2.12b)

if the external virtual work is deformation dependent.
b is the body force, Su is the variation o f the displacement, and T is the surface loading.
Equation (2.10b) can be approximated using the intensity o f the loading corresponding to
(n+l) integrated over the volume and area that are last calculated in the iteration (k-1) as
follows:
JvnH "*'bi5u,sdV1*"1 = fk-ivnH
JsnH “‘'tt 8uks dS"*' =

bj5u,sdV"'1

(2.13a)

Silk5dS^'

(2.13b)
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The relation between the Cauchy stress tensor and the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is
given by:
n' ,<yab= JS'1

X Ia

Xb.B

T'SaB

(2.14)

where
XU = d Z *
5" X a

6"X a

is the deformation gradient, and J* is the corresponding Jacobian for the solids.
2.2.1 Elasto-plastic Constitutive Relation
For finite deformations, the constitutive equation for the solid skeleton is assumed to be
B'lb = D^bcd d*

(2.15)

where Ds is the elasto-plastic stress-strain matrix. The effective corotational stress rate tensor
<y,s is given by Voyiadjis and Kattan (1989) as follows
5'ri = CT'ri -

cr'ld +

tr'L

(2.16)

where <r's is the effective Cauchy stress rate tensor, <r's is the effective Cauchy stress
tensor, and
= WL, - W£

(2.17a)

is the modified spin tensor. In equation (2.17a)
WL = j (vie - v U
is the total spin tensor, and

(2.17b)
is the plastic spin tensor. When

= 0, the corotational

stress rate tensor reduces to the known Jaumann stress rate tensor. In equation (2.17b) vs is
the velocity o f the solid particles. The spatial strain rate tensor, ds is given as follows:
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dL = { (vie + vL)

(2-18)

The relation between the total corotational stress rate tensor and the effective corotational
stress rate tensor is given by:
ffab = 6r'L, + Pw 5ab
= C'* -

(2.19)

d a + WS

C 'L

+ Pw

5 ab

where pw is the material derivative o f Pw and is given as
Pw = ^

+ Vs. V pw

at

(2.20)

The relation between the second Piola-Kirchhoffand Cauchy stress tensor is given by:
n*' Sab = J* XX* X l.b

(2.21)

By differentiating both sides o f equation (2.21) with respect to time in the Lagrangian
reference frame one obtains (Voyiadjis 1988; Sivakumar 1993)
S ab ~

^

vCcX aji

- JS Xa.cv h

X&b Cab +

XS
B.b Cab

J* X

-

aji

Xi.b Cab

JS X la Xl.c t&b

Cab

(2-22)

but
Cab = C Sab +

<*ab

Pw 5 ab

= <b

+

(2.23a)

Pw Sab

(2.23b)

Equation (2.22) can be rewritten as
J^X L a x ^
Vb.c

=
+ Vcc

d'ab + Pw 6* + v*« C^ - vie a *

(2.24)

Pw5ab~vlc Pw 5 cb “ Vb.c Pw 5ac

By substituting equations (2.16) to (2.18) into equation (2.24) one can obtain the following
expression:
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= J X L X L [ (rib - d l cr'k - dbc (t'L + d« a '5
ab
+ Pw 8ab + dec Pw- Sab - 2 dlb Pw ‘

(1% + w * a le ]

(225)

Substituting equation (2.15) into equation (2.25) and using the following relation between the
spatial strain rate tensor, ds. and the material strain rate tensor. e s
did = Xlc XId eho

(2.26)

equation (2.25) can be reduced into the following relation:
S ab = I^ABCD

ECD + JS X L

Xl.b PwSab

- j s X L Xkb (ct'L w£» - d1, W$)

(2.27a)

If one neglects the plastic spin tensor W^. equation (2.22) reduces to the following relation:
Sab ~ DaBCD ECD + JS X L Xl.b Pw

(2.27b)

Sab

where D* is given as follows:
D

aBCD

=

[Dabcd ' d lb Sad " d ie Sbd + crib Scd + Pw

Sab Scd

* 2 Pw Sac Sbd ] *(JS X L Xl.b Xc.c X|.d)

(2.28)

Taking the left hand side o f equation (2.5), it can be expressed as

J„v r&w s( r 'c « ) d "V =J„v ( "oab + A.&*) S(

+ „n„) d "V

= / nv "(TAB 8( n<TAB+ n*Ub) + /nv A nSab 5( neAB +

d

hHab)

nv

(2.29)

However, A,Sab may be expressed using the following approximation as:
An Sab = Jt

Sab dt

= DLcd r A' eco dt + Js X L X L r
=

D*abcd A eco +

Pw dt

Js X L X L A P w
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Substituting equation (2.30) into equation (2.29). and by ignoring the term that contains
q 8t|, since it is very small for finite strains, the following expression can be obtained:
/ nv

D abcd (A

„ecD + A n P ^ )

+ Jnv D a b c d

8

=

V"

A neco

+ InV ( n(y'S
AB + ,,Pw S a b ) M
+ /n v

d

as

dnV

J S X L . X B.b Sab APW
. ( S neAB + 5 ^ ^ ) d"V

"~ 'R -

/n v

(

" c t 'sa b + "P w S a b ) «

„eAB d nV

(2.31)

Equation (2.31) is the first derived coupled equation.

23 Theory of Mixtures
The soil skeleton consists o f solid grain particles and voids that are filled with water and/or
air. Therefore, soil can be considered as a mixture o f multiphase deformable medium o f solid
grains, water, and air, each o f which is regarded as a continuum and follows its own motion.
When saturated, the soil consists o f two deformable media, the solid grains and water as in
shown in Figure 2.2. Based on this figure, the following quantities are defined :
y —
- Ww
wr » v —Ws»
VW
s V
Ts
p .= L t;
g

p.

(2.32b)

- 2 *g

v

nw = —!sVT

p

p s=

(2.32c)

w
- gV r - " p«
‘ = n sps = (l
g T

(2.32a)

nu)ps
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“I
V.

Water

nr
vs

Solids

Figure 2.2 Soil Skeleton o f Saturated Soils

in which wwand ws are the weight of the water and solid phase respectively; Vwand Vs are
the volume o f the water and solids respectively; ywand ys are the unit weights o f the water and
the solid phase respectively; g is the acceleration due to gravity; p* and ps are the intrinsic or
microscopic mass densities o f the water and solid phase respectively; nw is the porosity of the
soil; pwand ps are the apparent or macroscopic mass densities of the water and the solid phase
respectively.

2.3.1. Balance of Mass
The amount o f mass (m a) o f the constituent (a) in the continuum occupying the spatial
volume V at time t is given by
m® = J p a dV

(a=s or w)

(2.33)

V

where p“ is the macroscopic mass density o f the a constituent. If the soil mixture is assumed
to be chemically inert, then the law of conservation o f mass requires that the rate of change of
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the mass for each constituent in the continuum to be equal to zero and hence the material
derivative o f ma be zero. Therefore the balance o f mass for each constituent (a) implies that
ma = J j l j p “dV = J (
Dt Jv
Jv

dt

v “ ^ - )dV = 0
dz,

(2.34)

in which va is the velocity o f the a constituent. Applying the divergence theorem to
equation (2.34) it becomes
I ^ P 'd V + [ p V .n d A = |^ J vp“dV + Jvdiv(p“v “)dV = 0

(2.35)

Making use o f the following relation
div(pav “) = padiv(va) +V pa.v a

(2.36)

equation (2.34) then becomes

1

( ^ - + Vp“.v“)+ padiv( va) dV = 0
dt

(2.37)

Since equation (2.37) is valid for any arbitrary volume V, therefore the balance o f mass for
each constituent (a) can be written as
^ - p a + p adiv(v“) = 0

(2.38a)

p“ + p “div(v“ ) = 0

(2.38b)

or

Similarly, the balance o f mass for the mixture leads to
p + p div(v) = 0

(2.39)

In the Lagrangian configuration, the balance o f mass becomes
Par

= p* ;

p j

= Po
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in which

p“ is the apparent mass density o f the a-constituent in its reference

configuration, and p is the mass density o f the mixture which is given as follows
P = Z a Pa

*2.41)

Using the relation between the apparent mass densities and the intrinsic mass densities o f
the water and solid grains, the material derivatives then become
pa = n Bpa + n “pa

(2.42)

Equation (2.38) may then reduced to
h“ + n“div(va ) = - n a ^

(2.43)

Pa

If one assumes the water phase is incompressible (p w) then one obtains
nw+ nwdiv(vw) = 0

(2.44a)

If the solid grains are taken incompressible (ps) then
ns + n 5div(vs) = 0

(2.44b)

but
n* + ns = 1

(2.45a)

Therefore one obtains
Vns = -V n w
3nw an1

at

at

=0

hs - v sVns + n w- v wVnw = 0

(2.45b)
(2.45c)
(2.45d)

Substituting ns and ns in equation (2.44b) and subtracting equation (2.44a) from the
resulting expression, the balance o f mass can be written in terms of the soil porosity n". solid
velocity vs, and water velocity vwas follows (Prevost. (1980):
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div (vs) - div (vw) = — [div (vs) + (vw- vs) grad (n*)]
n

(2.46)

23.2. Flow of Water through the Porous Media
The general form o f Darcy's law for the flow o f water through porous medium is given by
(vw- Vs) = - — Kw (grad(Pw) - Pw b)

(2.47)

Yw

where b is the body force vector, yw is the unit weight o f water, and Kws is the
permeability tensor in (m/sec).
Taking the divergence o f both sides o f equation (2.47) and substitute the result into equation
(2.46) one obtains
div (vs) - nwdiv[ — Kw (grad(Pw) - p* b) ] + (vw- vs) grad (nw) = 0
Yw

(2.48)

Substitute equation (2.47) into equation (2.48) we get
div (vs) - div[ — K"* (grad(Pw) - pw b) ] = 0
Yw

(2.49)

Making use o f the following relation
div (Vs) = dlk = XI a XU

Cab

(2.50)

then equation (2.49) can be rewritten as follows

& - J - [ IC (grad(P .)
dZa

- p„ b.) | =0

(2.51)

Making use o f the following relations
K£ =

X Ia

X I b K&

b. = X5^ Ba
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(2.52a)
(2.52b)

one obtains the second coupled equation in an updated Lagrangian formulation as follows:

rq'cu -rq'q'xb,

<?Xc

u rrw
s vs
KaB AaA
Yw

f gP.
- Pw Ba
^X b

=

0

(2.53)

where
ys
Csij = Afc.i

A t_j

If one assumes incompressibility o f the solid grains, the porosity, nwcan be updated from n
configuration to at n+l configuration using the the Jacobian of solid grains. Is as follows:

1-C ,

_i_

i-n :

js

(2.54)

2.4. Numerical Formulation
The finite element discretization used here for the displacement u and the pore water pressure
Pwis as follows:

u = h •U

(2.55a)

Pw= N • W

(2.55b)

where h is the displacement shape function, N is the pore water pressure shape functions
which are different from the displacement shape functions, U is the nodal displacement, and
W is the nodal pore water pressure. The linear and nonlinear strains can be expressed as
follows
= BL U
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(2.56a)

n = | Bnl- u

(2.56b)

The variation o f the linear and nonlinear strains are given as follows:
8e = Bl - 5U

(2.57a)

8tj = Bnl • 8U

(2.57b)

The pore water pressure gradient is given such that

dX B

=

n3w

(2.57c)

where Bl and Bnl are the linear and nonlinear stram-displacement matrices. Substitution of
equations (2.56) and (2.57) into equation (2.31), one obtains
SUT(„Kl + „Knl+ nKTNL+ nKs) AU + 5UT nQ AW = 6UTnd>

(2.58)

Since equation (2.58) is valid for any virtual displacement SUT, therefore the following
expression is obtained
„KAU + "QAW = „<1)

(2.59)

in which
nK = „KL+ ijK nl + nKTNL+ nK'

(2.60)

is the elasto-plastic stifihess matrix, and itis components are given as follows
nKL = | n v „B[ D* nBL d nV

(2.61a)

is the linear stillness matrix.
„KNL = JnvnB[ D*„BNLdnV

(2.61b)

is the nonlinear stifihess matrix.
•K‘ = J „ v C -* d “V
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(2.61c)

is the nonlinear geometric stiffiiess matrix, in which the nonlinear matrix „Cnl is

n ^NL
WNL ~

nBNL

(2.62)

„ B nL

where Bnl is the geometric nonlinear stram-displacement matrix,
and
= Jnv J '

X la

X|.b

(

i,B l + „ B n l)

Nab

(2.63)

d "V

is the coupling matrix, where
N= mN

(2.64)

In equation (2.64) m is given as follows
mT= { I 1 0 }

(2.65a)

in two dimension, and as follows for three dimension
mT= { 1 1 1 0 0 0}

(2.65b)

such that
a= (/+ m P w

(2.66)

and

<& =

• J„v „B[ na dV"

(2.67)

The condition that the continuity equation (2.53) applies throughout the continuum and using
Galerkin's weighted residual method requires that:

1

-I
rq'eo - rqc;

tt J,VS
<5Xa

Jv a b

Yw

gPw
UXb

Pwd nV = 0

Pw B b

(2.68 )

J/

The weak form o f equation (2.68) is obtained by applying Green's theory (Zienkiewicz, 1977)
to this equation:
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J„VJS C?;‘ eu p* d"V - J„v^ - JsC rs C& KJsf
~ P .B b £ J js- d nv
,£X
b
<?XA
^K
V

+ J .s<!. P . d”A = 0

(169)

where
Pw= N w

(2.70a)

is the weighted residual (virtual pore pressure), and the pressure gradient is given as follows
dp

^X a

= Ka

—

(2.70b)

w

qn is the seepage velocity normal to the boundary surface. Substituting equations (2.57) and
(2.70) into equation (2.69). one obtains
nQT u - ,,4* W = G - J nsq„ pw dnA

(2.71)

in which
"V s s /»vJ # — Q ‘q ' „KXb
yw

N a N s d "V

(2.72a)

is the flow matrix, and G is given as follows
G = -J „ vJs nw

q'‘q l „KXI

N a N.b Bbd "V

(2.72b)

Equation (2.71) can be solved by various processes o f time stepping. Le.
u*"' = u * + 5 t0u,+p

(2.73)

in which
u"+p= ( l - P ) u " + P u ' " '

(2.74)

such that a particular value o f (3 corresponds to a particular integration rule. For example.
P=0 corresponds to a forward difference integration, p=l/2 corresponds to a linear variation
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and the trapezoidal integration, and . P=l corresponds to a backward difference integrationconsidering the stability o f the numerical time integration scheme, it is found that for stability
P > ~ (Prevost, 1981). Here the backward difference scheme is adapted with P=1. Therefore
equation (2.73) becomes
u"*1= u " + 5 t nu n+l

(2.75)

One now multiply equation (2.71) by St. and for n+l it becomes
„nTStu"*[

= S t G - S t J nsq„ p . d"A

(2.76)

However, making use o f the following relations
AU=5tnun+'

(2.77a)

and
W M W + AW

(2.77b)

Equation (2.76) can be rewritten as follows
^ TAU-„'PStAW = „n

(2.78)

„II = 8t G + 8t n'P W" - Jns q„ p w d" A

(2.79)

Upon assembly o f equations (2.59) and (2.79) leads to the following global coupled system
behavior o f the two-phase skeleton-fluid state that can be expressed as follows:
„k

„n

_„nT -st^

a

-

i

where
AU = tT ' -U"
is the incremental nodal displacement, and
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AW = W t~l - W"
is the incremental nodal excess porewater pressure.

2.5. Finite Element Implementation
The proposed coupled system o f equations derived earlier are implemented into the finite
element program GAP/CTM developed by the author. This program is used for the solution
o f the time-dependent deformation o f the soil problem. In order to illustrate the process, the
element matrices are derived here for the 8-noded isoparametric plane strain element Q8P4.
The same procedure is applied to other plane strain, axisymmetric and brick elements.
The use of the isoparametric elements has an advantage o f their capability in describing the
curved boundaries in the deformed configuration as shown in Figure 2.3
The shape functions N for the 8-noded isoparametric element is given by

h, 0 h2 0 h3 0 h4 0 h5 0 h6 0 h7 0 h8 0
0 h, 0 h2 0 hj 0 h4 0 h5 0 hg 0 h7 0 h8

(2.81)

The element displacements are related to the nodal displacements using the shape functions h
as follows

u ,-£ h ,u iw
k=l

(2.82)

The linear and nonlinear incremental strains are related to the displacement derivatives as
given by equations (2.7) and (2.8). Since the shape functions h are expressed in terms of the
local coordinates r and s, the chain rule is applied in order to refer the displacement
derivatives in terms o f the global coordinates. The chain rule implies the following
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Figure 2.3 8-Noded Isoparametric Element
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an
a°x,
> = [J] •
ah

fah1
j=
11fOfO
I

.ds.

(2.83)

.5Dx 2.

where

[J] =

a Bx ,
■^u ^12 __
ar
a
nx,
3
*122
. as

a°x,
dr
a nx ,
as .

(2.84)

The inverse o f equation (2.83) gives the following relations
O
lQj |I
sr*i

ah
rah 1
a nx,
ah • « [J]'1 ■
a nx .
.as.

(2.85)

The displacement derivatives with respect to the global coordinates are given as follows
5Z = du,
dhk
-U‘k’
dnx t anx s ~ t t d nx .

( f=1.2 ;j=l,2)

(2.86)

where
5h L
anx .

— i~* ^ i t
"
_

dr

, t- i d h k
* J i9J2

as

(2.87)

By using the previous expressions and the nodal displacements, the deformation gradient
matrix F for the incremental displacement can be obtained as follows:

F=

do,
a nx ;

au,

au.

a nx ,

a nx ,

au2

au,

a nx ,

a"nx ,
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Once the deformation gradient matrix is obtained, the linear and nonlinear incremental strains
can be computed. Using the definition o f equation (2.7). the linear strain - displacement
matrix Bl is given as follows:
0

X,

J3

0

X
0

a

[B l ]—

hu

X

X

0

X

X
X

0

X

...

"h7J

...

0
"h7.

0

X,

0
X
X, X

0

■X
X,

(2.89)

From equation (2,8), the nonlinear linear strain - displacement matrix B nl can be expresses as
follows:
B nl =

G.Q.H

(2.90)

where

[G] =

X, 0 X. 0 X 0 X o ... X 0 X 0
0 X 0 X 0 X 0 x ... 0 X 0 X
%X, X X. X X X nL X X X X.
0 0
0 x 0
0 0 X
0 0 0

'nu|
[Q f=

0 x 0
0 0 x
0 0 0
X 0 0

0
0
X
0

0 ... x 0 0 0 '
0 ... 0 x 0 0
0 ... 0 0 x 0
X - 0 0 0 x_

(2.91)

(2.92)

and

0 X 0
X, 0 X o'
X 0 X 0 ... X 0 X 0
0 Xi 0 X i — 0 X, 0 X
0 X 0 X2
0 X 0 X
'K

[H] =

(2.93)

The nonlinear matrix „Cnl is given as follows

[„CNL]= [nB^.]T ["<* ][„B*nl]
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The geometric nonlinear strain displacement matrix

can be rearranged in the

[B n l]

following form

[ B nl] ~

X.

0

X,

0

... X ,

K
0

0

X
0
0

0

...

0

X.
X

X
X

-

0
0

X,
0

X,

0

Xa

X.

0

X
0
0

0

(2.95)

X,
X

[ "<r ] is given by

r<r]

n_
X .
12
n_
21 0^22
0
0
0
0

0
0
n_
CTII
n_

0
0
n

(2.96)

12
n
<*21
22

2.6. The Program Algorithm
In order to solve the system of nonlinear equations that arise from the mathematical
formulation o f the coupled equations, the total load is applied incrementally and iterations are
performed within each increment in order to obtain the converged solution. The full NewtonRaphson iterative method (as described in Figure 2.4) is used in order to obtain the
converged solution o f the nonlinear set o f equations within the iterative loop for each load
increment depending on the specified required accuracy. In solving the set o f nonlinear
equations, the linearization procedure is performed. The following section describes the
algorithm procedure that is adapted in this work.

Incremental L o o p :

The total bad is divided into smaller increments. At the beginning o f

each load increment, the incremental applied bads, Rmc (or incremental applied displacements
AUjppi) are computed. The Newton-Raphson iterative procedure is carried out within each
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Figure 2.4 Newton-Raphson Iterative Method
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increment in order to solve for the incremental displacements. AUtnc and excess pore
pressures, AP„.

Iterative Loop: The applied iterative incremental load. Rner for the first iteration is given by
Riln = Rme

(2.97)

The Newton-Raphson iteration loop is then carried out as described by the following steps:
1)

Convert the iterative applied loads,

to account for the skew boundaries, such that

the degrees o f freedom at the skew boundary nodes are normal and tangential to the
skew boundary.
2)

Loop over the whole elements:
• Compute the elastoplastic constitutive matrix. D using the Gaussian point integration
scheme.
• Compute the deformation gradient matrices, F, F 1, and detF, from the previous
displacements.
• Compute the modified elastoplastic matrix, D*.
• Compute the element stiffness matrix, K=( KL + K nl + K tnl+ Ks ). the coupling
matrix, Q, and the flow matrix ip, and then convert them to account for the skew
boundaries (whenever there are inclined supports).

3) Assemble the global stiflness matrix from element stiflness matrices. To increase the
program efficiency, the skyline storage method is used to store the global matrix into a
vector.
4)

Use a linear solver to solve the set o f nonlinear equations for the iterative incremental
displacements, AU1. and the excess pore pressures. Ap'w.
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5)

Rotate back the iterative incremental displacements and loads at the skew boundaries to
the original coordinate system.

6)

Add the iterative incremental applied displacements to the previously computed ones.

7)

Compute the Lagrangian iterative incremental strains Ac' with respect to the previous
configuration from the iterative incremental displacements AU'.

8)

Compute the iterative incremental stresses Act' using the sub-incrementation technique
and applying certain corrections due to the crossing the yield surface and the return to
the yield surface as described below:

L Crossing the yield surface:
The accumulation o f numerical errors in the stress calculation due to the linearization
o f the nonlinear equations, causes the stress point to drift away from the yield surface. Based
on theory of plasticity, the stress point can not be outside the yield surface. Therefore,
coorrection must be made to move back the point to the yield surface. This can be
accomplished by keeping the total strain constant while applying additional plastic strain. To
do so, the following steps will be followed:
• Evaluate the yield function at initial stress, £, = ftcr).
• If fo < 0 then the initial stress state is inside the yield surface in the elastic region.
Assuming elastic condition, compute the elastic stress change as:
AGe = DeAE
where De is the elastic stiffness matrix.
• Evaluate the yield function at the new stress state, fi=f(CT + AOe)
• If fi < 0 , the stress state is inside the yield surface, then skip to step (10)
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• Else if fi> 0 . then the stress state crosses the yield surface as described by Figure
2.5. During the transition from the elastic to plastic conditions, the factor a at
which yield begins must be determined such that:
fra +a.AOe) = 0

(2.99)

Using a linear interpolation approximation, the first estimate of cto will be:
“ o = ~ —T T

(2.100)

Due to nonlinearity in the yield function £ then fra +a.Aae) = 6 * 0
Using the truncated Taylor series, then:
5 a = - f2 /( aT.Aoe )

(2.101)

where aT= d f Id a
The improved value o f a then becomes:
a = ao + 5 a

(2.102)

Having computed the intersection point, a +a.Aae , the remaining portion o f the
strain increment. (1- a)Ae‘ is treated as elastoplastic.
il Sub-Incrementation:
Since the iterative incremental stress is calculated from the iterative incremental
strain and the constitutive matrix D then rather than performing the actual
integration, sub-incrementation is used to improve the accuracy o f the finite
element analysis and to minimize the accumulated errors. Using such a technique,
the iterative incremental strain. (1- a ) Ac' is divided into m smaller substeps, and
the forward-Euler tangential procedure is applied at each substep. i.e.
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fit.

Figure 2.5 Crossing the Yield Surface
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5e = (1- a)Ae‘ /m

(2.103)

Nyssen (1981) argues that the total error will be roughly reduced to I/m times
the error for a single step if m sub-incrementation is used. The value o f m is
chosen in such a way to ensure a good accuracy. The following equation is used
to calculate m :

(2.104)

where n is the order o f the yield function, r is a fraction taken as 1%. and crY is
the current yield stress.
• Loop over the m substeps:
- transform the Lagrangian substep strains into Eulerian strain rate (d1) with
respect to the current configuration using the deformation gradient.
- Compute the constitutive matrix, D using the previous stress state and the
constitutive model.
- compute the sub-increment stress change, ScTs*.
- Update the stresses, rr = <r + Sa»b
- From the sub-increment plastic strain Sep, compute the hardening modulus
Hp and the change in the hardening parameter dPc (for Cam Clay model),
then update the yield surface.
- Apply stress correction to return the stress state points that are lie outside
the yield surface into the yield surface. This is done by keeping the total
strains fixed while introducing additional plastic strains to relax the stresses
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on to the yield surface. The stress change is assumed in the direction of
the flow rule. In this approach, the stresses are scaled by a factor 5/. until
the yield function f = 0 . The factor 5/. is given by (Crisfield. 1991):

where, a and Hp are computed at point B as shown in Figure 2.6
Then the corrected stresses at point c are given by
Aac = Actb - 5a = Actb - 5XbD aB

(2.106)

Further relaxation will be applied to the stresses similar to equation
(2.106) until the resulting yield function is sufficiently small
•

Update the element stresses, strains, nodal displacements and the nodal pore
pressures.

9)

Update the constitutive matrix D and calculate the equilibrating forces for the element
stresses ( SU^i).

10) Calculate the out-of-balance (the corrected) load vector from the accumulated applied
load vector,

and the equilibrium load vector, Rq, as follow:
(2.107)

11) Chech the convergence o f the solution using a particular convergence criterion. This
criterion can be taken as the displacement, the internal energy, or the unbalance force
criteria. In this work the displacement criterion is adapted, where the criterion is satisfied
when
(2.108)
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Figure 2.6 Correction o f the Yield Surface
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where the tolerance, tol is taken as 2% in this work.
• If convergence does not occur, repeat the iterative steps (1-11).
• If convergence occurs, then proceed to the following steps.
12) Update the nodal coordinates, by adding the incremental nodal displacements.
13) Move to the next load increment until the total load is applied.

2.7. Verification of the Model
The following two examples are analyzed to demonstrate the accuracy o f the proposed
analytical modeL In the analysis, the eight noded quadratic isoparametric element (Q8P4) is
used.
2.7.1. One-Dimensional Elastic Consolidation
The one-dimensional elastic consolidation problem is studied here. The finite element mesh
used in the analysis o f this problem and the corresponding boundary conditions are shown in
Figure 2.7. It consists o f 20 Q8P4 finite elements with an H/B ratio o f 5. The traction, q. is
applied instantaneously to the top surface at time t = 0. Thereafter, the traction is held
constant with drainage allowed only at the top surface. A closed form analytical solution for
the small deformation case as a function o f tone can be found in Lambe and Whitman (1969).
The average degree o f consolidation as a function of the dimensionless time factor ( T =Ct/
H2) is obtained from the finite element analysis for a load ratio q/E = 0.1. This is compared
with analytical solution as shown in Figure 2.8. where q is the load intensity, E is the Young's
modulus, and Cv is the coefficient of consolidation. The finite element results show good
agreement with the analytical solution.
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Figure 2.7 One Dimensional Elastic Consolidation Finite Element Mesh
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Figure 2.8 One Dimensional Elastic Consolidation: Degree of Consolidation
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Figure 2.9 represents the settlement of the top surface. 6. as a function of the
dimensionless time factor (T). for various q/E ratios (0.1 and 0.5). Figure 2.9 shows that the
settlement obtained from the updated Lagrangian finite strain deformation analysis is lower
than that obtained from the small deformation analysis. It is noted that as the q/E load ratio
increases, the difference between the small and the finite deformation analysis also increases.
This is expected since the large deformation solution is stiffer than the small deformation case,
due to the feet that an additional nonlinear portion is added to the total stiflfeness matrix [K].
2.7.2. Two-Dimensional Elastic Consolidation
The finite element mesh and the corresponding boundary conditions for the two-dimensional
problem are shown in Figure 2.10. A uniform distributed strip load o f intensity, q, and width
2B is applied instantaneously to the top surface at time t = 0. Thereafter, the load is held
constant with drainage allowed only at the top surface. Figure 2.11 shows the ratio o f the
computed excess pore pressure at 0.5B beneath the center of the footing to the initial excess
pore pressurefat t = 0) as a function o f the dimensionless time factor (T). The finite element
analysis results are compared with the closed form solution of the excess pore pressure for an
infinite elastic half-space (Lee, et al., 1983). During the early times o f consolidation, there is a
slight increase in the pore pressure as a result o f the particular distribution of the pre pressure.
This phenomenon is known as the Mandel-Cryer effect. A good agreement is obtained
between the numerical solution and the analytical solution of the excess pore pressure using
the proposed model as shown in Figure 2.11. The computed settlement of the point located at
the center of the strip load, 6, as a function o f the dimensionless time factor. T. for various
q/E load ratios (0.1 and 0.3) are shown in Figure 2.12. Similar behavior to the one-
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dimensional elastic consolidation can be seen here for the two-dimensional elastic
consolidation. It is noted that as the q/E load ratio increases, the difference between the small
and finite deformation analyses also increase.
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Figure 2.10 Two Dimensional Elastic Consolidation Finite Element Mesh
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CHAPTER 3
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE MINIATURE
PIEZOCONE PENETRATION TESTS IN
COHESIVE SOILS
3.1. Introduction
There is an increasing concern recently toward the evaluation o f different engineering
soil parameters (e.g. geotechnical parameters, flow characteristics, etc.) using in-situ
testing. The piezocone penetrometer is one o f the most widely used for in-situ
investigations and soil exploration. The piezocone penetration test results depend on
many factors, among those, soil type and compressibility characteristics, stress history,
and presence o f fissures and cracks. The presence o f fissures and cracks in the soil
deposit tend to increase the in-situ hydraulic conductivity and coefficient o f
consolidation. The piezocone penetrometer is capable o f measuring the cone tip
resistance, sleeve friction, and pore pressures simultaneously. These measurements can
be effectively utilized for soil profiling and identification. The dissipation data can be
used to evaluate the flow and consolidation characteristics o f soils. Interpretation o f the
PCPT data is a complex task since it is affected by many variables (Kurup, et al.. 1994;
Voyiadjis, et al. 1993; Kiousis, et al., 1988; Kiousis, 1985) including piezocone design,
size, rate of penetration, testing procedures, and soil characteristics. Location and size o f
the pore pressure element also influences the magnitude of the measured pore pressure

48
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(Kurup et al., 1994; Voyiadjis et al. 1993) especially in overconsolidated stiff clays,
where a large pore pressure gradient develops around the tip (Tumay. et al.. 1982;
Baligh, et aL, 1981; Mayne. et al., 1990, and others). Several interpretation procedures
have been used to analyze piezocone penetration and to evaluate some engineering soil
parameters. These procedures are usually based either on the bearing capacity theories
(Meyerho£ 1961) or the cavity expansion theories (Torstensson. 1975, 1977; Vesic
1972). The strain path method (Baligh 1985; Levadoux and Baligh 1986), semi-empirical
methods (Gupta and Davidson, 1986), and the dislocation method (Elsworth. 1993) have
been used in the cavity expansion analysis. De Borst and Vermeer (1984), and Kiousis.
et al.. 1988 used the finite element technique to analyze the cone penetration assuming a
pre-bored hole to a certain depth with zero initial in-situ stresses. A combination of a
strain path method with the finite element technique have been proposed by Teh and
Houlsby (1991). Most o f the methods that are based on the cavity expansion theories
assume deformation field resulting around the cone penetrometer intuitively closer to the
real deformation field. However, the actual deformation field o f the soil elements is
different from the assumed field (Kiousis et a l, 1988; Kiousis, 1985). In addition, the
cavity expansion theory cannot correctly model the strain paths followed by the soil
element (Baligh 1985) during cone penetration and in addition the resulting stresses are
not necessary in equilibrium. The cavity expansion method does not distinguish between
the different soil deformation modes due to different cone geometries. Moreover, very
little work has been done that includes the large deformation finite strain behavior of the
soil. The soil-piezocone interface friction is usually neglected in most models. In
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previous cone penetration analyses, strains are reported to exceed 100 percent
(Levadoux and Baligh. 1986; Kiousis. et al.. 1988).To accurately analyze the piezocone
penetration test (PCPT), it is necessary to have a numerical model that takes into
consideration the large deformation o f the soil around the tip. the nonlinear soil behavior,
changing o f the boundary condition with penetration and the soQ-piezocone interface
friction. To validate the numerical model it is necessary to compare it with controlled
laboratory calibration tests of known soil types, characteristics, and stress history .
In this chapter, an analytical model to analyze the piezocone penetration in cohesive
soils is presented. The previously formulated coupled equations that describe the
nonlinear eiasto-plastic time dependent deformation of the saturated soil is used in this
analysis. The modified Cam-clay model is used to describe the plastic behavior of the
clayey soil. The penetration o f the piezocone penetrometer in cohesive soils is
numerically simulated and implemented in the finite element program. The continuous
penetration o f the piezocone is simulated by imposing an incremental vertical
displacement to the cone tip boundaries. The problem is treated as a boundary problem
that includes changing o f the boundary conditions as penetration proceeds incrementally.
The numerical simulation is done for two cases. In case one, the soil-penetrometer
interface friction is neglected. In the second case, the coefficient o f soil-penetrometer
interface friction is taken as 0.25, which corresponds to an angle o f friction o f 5=14°
between the soil and the piezocone face. There are several approaches available in the
literature to model the interface friction. Zienkiewicz et al. (1970) used a continuous
solid elements as interface elements with a simple nonlinear material property for shear
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and normal stresses, assuming uniform strain in the thickness direction. Katona (1983)
and Lei et al. (1995) used the constraint approach with the principle of virtual work to
derive an interface model. Goodman et al.
(1968) introduced a zero-thickness interface element. The element formulation is derived
on the basis o f relative nodal displacements o f the solid elements adjacent to the interface
element. In recent years, a number o f investigators have considered the use o f thin-layer
interface elements (i.e. Desai et al. 1984; Sharma and Desai 1992). In this study, a simple
constraint approach similar to the one proposed by Katona (1983), and Lei et al. (1995)
is used to model the soil-piezocone interface friction, in which the Mohr-Coulomb
frictional model is used to define the sliding potential. This approach is implemented here
due to the nature of the type o f boundary conditions used in this work in order to
simulate the piezocone penetration. The results of the numerical simulation are compared
with experimental laboratory measurements o f the miniature piezocone penetration tests
(PCPT)

conducted

at

the

Louisiana

State

University

Calibration

Chamber

(LSU/CALCHAS) (Voyiadjis, et a l, 1993; Kurup, et al., 1994). The tests are performed
for different sofl specimens with different stress histories including isotropic normally
consolidated, overconsolidated and Ko-anisotropic consolidated soil specimens. In this
paper, the cone tip resistance profiles, excess pore pressure profiles with penetration and
developed strain, stress and excess pore pressure fields around the piezocone are
presented. The resulting excess pore pressure distribution and its dissipation are
compared with a number o f available Predicting methods.
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3.2. Available Methods for Predicting the Initial Excess Pore Pressure
The distribution o f the initial excess pore pressure around the piezocone penetrometer
resulting from penetration in cohesive soils is very important in determining the flow
characteristics o f cohesive soils and the associated consolidation parameters.

Many

methods have been proposed to predict the initial excess pore pressure distribution based
on the bearing capacity model, cavity expansion theories (cylindrical and spherical),
strain path method, semi-empirical methods, dislocation method, and the finite element
technique. In this paper, the distribution o f the initial excess pore pressure resulting from
the proposed eiasto-plastic finite element analytical model and its dissipation is compared
with some available predicted methods including the cavity expansion method proposed
by Torstensson (1975, 1977) and Vesic (1972), semi-empirical methods given by Gupta
and Davidson (1986), and strain path method given by Levadoux and Baligh (1986). and
Teh and Houlsby (1991). Brief summaries of these methods are given below.
3.2.1. Cavity Expansion Method
In cavity expansion methods, h is assumed that the movement o f the soil at the
penetrometer tip and the developed excess pore pressure is due to an expansion of a
spherical cavity from zero radius to an equivalent penetration radius r0 (Torstensson.
1975, 1977; Vesic, 1972).

Torstensson (1975, 1977) proposed a one-dimensional

undrained cavity expansion solution (cylindrical or spherical) assuming an isotropic initial
stress distribution and a soil that is elastic-perfectly plastic material.

In Torstensson

cavity expansion method, the shear induced excess pore pressure is neglected.

An

uncoupled finite difference scheme is used to analyze the pore pressure dissipation and
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consolidation. The initial excess pore pressure distribution is assumed to develop in the
plastic zone, while the initial excess pore pressure in the elastic zone is taken as zero.
The radius o f the plastic zone (rp) is given by

-f

for cylindrical cavity

(3.1)

for spherical cavity

(3-2)

and
r„ =

ro€

where G/Su = Ir = rigidity index, G is the shear modulus, and S„ is the undrained shear
strength.
The following expression is used for the interpretation o f the radial coefficient of
consolidation, cr. as
„ — Tso To
Cr ---------------

(3.3)

tso

where TSo = time factor at 50% dissipation, t5o = time for 50% dissipation, and r0 is as
defined previously.
Distribution o f the initial excess pore pressure in the plastic zone at any radius, r. is
given by Torstensson (1975, 1977):
Cylindrical cavity
* G

r

Auj = Su In — - 2 In —
ro.
. Su

(3-4)

Spherical cavitv
1.

AUj = 4S„ - I n
.3

G
Su

. r
In —
To.
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The excess pore pressure predicted by the cavity expansion model proposed by
Torstensson gives lower values than the actual ones.

This is expected since the

Torstensson model ignores the shear induced excess pore pressure. Vesic (1972)
includes the shear induced excess pore pressure by introducing the Henkel's pore
pressure parameter a r. The excess pore pressure distribution in the plastic zone for the
spherical cavity expansion as proposed by Vesic (1972) is given by:
(3.6)
The Henkel's pore pressure parameter, ar, is related to the Skempton's pore pressure
parameter at failure. Ar, by ar = 0.707 (3 Ar - 1). Outside the plastic zone the excess
pore pressure distribution for the spherical cavity expansion is given as:
3

Auj = 0.943 a S„ —
4

(3.7)

where a is the Henkel's pore pressure parameter for the particular stress level ( for soils
0 < a < ar, depending on the stress level).
3.2.2. Strain Path Method
The strain path method is an approximate analytical technique used to predict soil
disturbances caused by the installation o f various rigid objects in the ground (Baligh.
1984). It can be used to determine the initial excess pore pressure distribution caused by
piezocone penetration at the steady state condition. The determination o f the initial
excess pore pressure using the strain path method is given by Levadoux and Baligh
(1980, 1986) and Baligh (1985).

The initial stresses and pore pressures prior to

penetration is estimated. Velocity fields (rate o f deformation) are estimated based on the
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conservation o f volume (or mass) and the boundary conditions. The geometry o f the
cone is simulated by using a suitable distribution o f sources and sinks. Soil deformations
can be obtained by integrating velocity fields along streamlines. The strain rates are
computed by differentiating the velocities along the streamlines. The strain rates are
integrated along the stream lines in order to determine the strain path for different soil
elements. The effective stress is determined from the strain path for various soil elements
either by using the effective stress approach or the total stress approach. Given the
effective stresses, the excess pore pressure can be computed from equilibrium
considerations.
A combination o f a strain path method with the finite element technique have been
proposed by Teh and Houlsby (1991) for the analysis of the piezocone penetration in
cohesive soils. The analysis is based on the strain path method as the initial stress
condition, with an additional equilibrium correction provided by large strain finite
element analysis. The full analysis o f Teh and Houlsby (1991) consists of two stages. In
the first stage the undrained penetration o f the cone penetrometer into the clay is
analyzed, with the clay idealized as an incompressible eiastic-perfectly plastic material
model o f the Von Mises type. The soil displacement and stress changes around the cone
are computed. In the second stage, the dissipation o f excess pore water pressure was
analyzed using uncoupled Terzaghi-Rendulic consolidation. The non-dimensional
dissipation curves for Ir = 100, at different filter locations, are shown in Figure 3.1a. The
actual geometry of the penetrometer was included explicitly in the analysis instead o f
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Figure 3.1b Normalized Dissipation Curves Plotted Against T* (Teh and Houlsby. 1991).
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using a combination o f sources and sinks to approximately simulate the geometry of the
penetrometer. They introduced a modified time factor. T*. defined as:
T* = (crt)/(r02 >/h )

(3.8)

to account for the influence o f the rigidity index Ir. and the radius o f the influenced zone. In
equation (3.8), cr is the radial coefficient o f consolidation and t is the time. The equation
also unifies the dissipation results for different Ir values. The unified dissipation curves
against the modified time factor, T*. are shown in Figure 3.1b.
3.2.3. Semi-Empirical Method
In this method, the excess pore pressure distribution is related to the measured excess
pore pressure.

To determine the in-situ coefficient o f consolidation. Gupta and

Davidson (1986) matched the field piezocone dissipation curve with the computer
generated dissipation plots. The computer dissipation plots are obtained by a twodimensional uncoupled axisymetric dissipation o f an assumed initial excess pore pressure
distribution. The initial excess pore pressure distribution around the piezocone is related
to the measured excess pore pressure at the piezocone base by using Vesic's (1972)
logarithmic distribution assuming a spherical cavity expansion. The following expression
was proposed by Gupta and Davidson (1986) in order to compute the corrected spatial
excess pore pressure distribution (Aurc):

Aub

0 .9 4 3 a r + 4 In

(?)]
(r

> '

0 .9 4 3 a t + 4 In

\ToJ .

where AUb is the actual measured excess pore pressure at the base o f the piezocone.
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3.2.4. Finite Element Method
In the past few years, analysis o f the cone penetration problem has been carried out using
the finite element technique (Deborst and Vermeer 1984; Kiousis, et al., 1988). In these
analyses, the cone has been introduced into a pre-bored hole to a certain depth assuming
the surrounding soil still in its initial in-situ stress state. Deborst and Vermeer (1984)
analysis is based on an Eulerian formulation. The soil was modeled using the Von-Mises
model that flows through a fixed finite element mesh. To calculate the material flow
through the mesh, a prescribed material displacements o f 1 mm was introduced at the
bottom o f the mesh. Kiousis, et al. (1988) used an eiasto-plastic large deformation
theory to analyze the penetration o f a 10 cm2 cone penetrometer in cohesive soils.
Kiousis et al. used an eiasto-plastic cap model proposed by DiMaggio and Sandler
(1971). The finite element formulation was based on the total Lagrangian reference
frame. In this analysis, the initial stress state was assumed to be zero and the soilpenetrometer interface friction was neglected. Kiousis et al. (1988) treated the
penetration problem as an axi-symmetric boundary condition problem with penetration
being simulated by applying incremental nodal vertical displacements o f the nodes
representing the the conical surface o f the cone penetrometer until failure is achieved.
The exess pore pressure was obtained assming undrained condition during penetration.

3 J . Analytical Model of the Piezocone Penetration
The piezocone penetration analysis is treated as an axi-symmetric boundary problem with
the need o f changing the boundary conditions as the piezocone penetrometer advances
(Kiousis, 1985; Kiousis et al., 1988). In the simulation, the piezocone penetrometer is
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assumed to be infinitely stiff and no tensile stresses are allowed to develop along the
centerline boundaries. Because the soil around the cone undergoes substantial
displacements during penetration, a large deformation finite strain formulation is used in
the analysis of this problem. For numerical purposes, the piezocone penetrometer is
assumed to be initially pre-bored to a certain depth with the initial stresses remaining
unchanged. If one attempts to initiate the analysis by starting the penetration from the
top surface of the soil, one will encounter tremendous computational errors involved in
the transient state due to large rotations o f the elements involved. In order to avoid the
accumulation of these errors in the final analysis, one has to start the penetration from a
pre-bored depth. This causes an error in the initial stresses involved. In order to minimize
such errors, the pre-bored depth is kept to a minimum of 20 mm in this case. The
numerical simulation is performed for two cases. The first case, the soil-penetrometer
interface friction is assumed to be negligible. In the second case, the soil-penetrometer
interface friction is taken as 0.25, which corresponds to an angle o f friction 5 = 1 4 °
between the soil and the piezocone surface. The continuous penetration o f the piezocone
is simulated by applying an incremental vertical displacement of the cone boundary as
shown in Figure 3.2. The vertical displacement (penetration) is applied at the rate o f 2
cm/sec, which is the same rate used in the piezocone penetration experiment.

3.3.1. Boundary Conditions Change
In Case 1. where the interface friction is neglected, the nodes along the inclined conical
surface o f the cone and along the piezocone shaft are allowed to slide along the
boundary from the beginning o f the first incremental penetration. During the incremental
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Figure 3.2 Incremental Penetration o f the Piezocone Penetrometer.
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penetration, the nodes along the boundary are continuously checked and their boundary
conditions are appropriately adjusted. Based on the previous boundary condition at load
increment (k-1), a new boundary condition state is assumed for the load increment (k).
depending on the load and displacement criteria. The validity o f the assumed trial
boundary condition is tested before one proceeds to the next loading increment. Table
(3.1) summarizes the decision matrix for selecting the new nodal boundary condition.
For example, when tension occurs (F„k < 0) in any o f the nodes along the centerline
boundary below the cone tip (boundary type Bl), the node is released and allowed to
move freely while its boundary condition becomes a B2 type. The free nodes o f type B2
are allowed to move freely until they reach the cone tip boundary (Yn > Ynp). Their
movement is then restricted along the skew conical surface o f the cone and its boundary
changes to B3 type boundary. Once the horizontal coordinates o f any node o f type B3
boundary condition exceed the penetrometer radius (X„ > r0), the node is then released
and allowed to move freely and its boundary is changed to B4 type. Once the free nodes
of B4 boundary return back to the penetrometer shaft boundary (X„ < r0), they are then
restricted from any further movement in the horizontal direction and allowed only to
slide vertically along the cone shaft as indicated by BS boundary type. If for some
reason, tension occurs for any node o f boundary type B5, this node will be freed again
and its boundary is changed to B4 type.
In Case 2. the soil-piezocone interface friction is included. During the piezocone
penetration, the element nodes along the centerline ( boundary types Bl & B2). get into
contact with the piezocone boundary surface in sequence, rather than simultaneously. In
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Table 3.1. Decision matrix for changing nodal boundary condition.
Load step
(k-I)
1
2
3
4
5

(k)
I
Fn > 0 and
Y „<Y tlD
X„<0

2
Fn < 0
(tension)
Xn > 0 and
Y„ < Ytio

3
Yn > Y„p

4

5

Xn ^ To
Xn ^ To
Fn <0

Xn ^ rc
F„ > 0

Y„ > Y,ip
Xn ^ to

addition, the penetration o f the piezocone at a rate o f 2 cm/sec makes it difficult to use
interface elements between the soil and piezocone surface, due to the fact that the
interface elements can not be stretched to infinity. Therefore, a simple constraint
approach at the nodal level, similar to the interface model proposed by Katona (1983). is
adapted in this study in order to account for the soil-penetrometer interface friction, as
described later. At the beginning o f penetration, all the nodes along the inclined conical
surface and along the piezocone shaft are prevented from sliding along the surface and
are forced to move vertically with the cone boundary incremental movement until the
sliding potential occurs. The sliding potential is reached, when the tangent frictional
forces (Ft) o f the nodes along the boundary surface reach the allowable friction forces
(Ft>Fs), as described later. Following that, these nodes are allowed to slide along the
skew surface and along the cone shaft surface. The changes o f the boundary conditions
for case 2 are similar to those o f case 1 except for the consideration o f interface friction.
When the nodes o f boundary types B2 and B4 reach the boundary surface, these nodes
are initially fixed and vertically displaced until the sliding potential is reached. They are
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then allowed to slide along the skew boundary surface. The allowable interface friction
(P) for each node at the boundary, is calculated at the end o f each increment.
3.3.2. Skew Boundary Arrangements
During penetration, nodes that are along the inclined conical surface who reach the
sliding condition, are only allowed to slide along the inclined plane (X) that is not
parallel to the coordinate system (X,Y) and prohibited from movement in the direction
normal to the inclined surface (Y). As an example, consider an element with node I as
an inclined support as shown in Figure 3.3. To account for the inclined support o f node
1, special arrangements are needed to transform the loads, displacements and stiffness
matrix from the (X.Y) coordinate system to the (X .Y ) coordinate system. The
displacement {ui} o f node n is related to ( u [ } by the following transformation relation:
{u,}=[T,]{ u;>

(3.10)

where
cn sn
[T,] = -sn cn

(3-11)

in equation (3.11) cn is cos (3 and sn is sin (3, where P is the inclination angle. The nodal
displacement vector {u} for the element is given by
{u}=[T]{u'}

(3.12)

in which transformation matrix [T] for the entire element is a unit matrix except for [Ti]
on the diagonal as

[T] -

T,

0

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

0

I
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Figure 3.3 Skew Support
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and the element stiffness matrix becomes
[D] = [T]t[D][T]

(3.14)

The transformed arrays ( u } and [D ] can be transformed again if there is another skew
support.

3.4. The Interface Frictional Model
There are basically two well known approaches available in the literature to model the
interface friction; namely the stiffness approach by using stiff elements (e.g. thin-layer
element (Desai et al. 1984)), and the constraint approach (Katona 1983; Lei et al. 1995).
In this study, a simple constraint approach similar to the one proposed by Katona 1983 is
used to model the soil-piezocone interface friction. During the piezocone penetration,
three interface states can be identified: fix, slip and free states. The Mohr-Coulomb
frictional model is used to define the sliding potential for the fix state. Thus, the
maximum allowable interface tangent frictional force , Fs at the end o f increment k is
given b y :
F5= Fak+F„k. tan5

(3.15)

where Fak is the soil-piezocone adhesion force at the load increment k, F„k is the normal
effective force at the load increment k, and 5 is the angle o f friction between the soil and
the piezocone surface. Solution for the new nodal interface state has to be determined
iteratively, whereby a particular state (fixed, slip or free) is assumed and solved in order
to obtain a trial solution. The trial solution is then used to check whether the assumed
trial state is correct, and if not, which state is more likely to be correct. At the same time,
the trial state is used to obtain the new nodal loads and displacements. Table (3.2)
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describes the decision matrix for selecting a new interface state during iteration within
each load increment given the previous interface state and the load-displacement criteria.
The specified values for the constraint load and displacement is described in Table (3.3).
For example, if the previous interface state is fixed, then one needs to determine if the
effective normal force F„* is compressive and if the tangent interface force Ft is less than
the maximum allowable frictional force Fs. If this is not the case, then the fixed interface
state is incorrect, and the new interface state is slip or free depending on whether Fn* is
tensile or compressive. Row 3 in Table (3.2) implies that the slip state cannot be reached
directly from the free state and instead it has to be reached by an iterative path: free to
fix to slip.

Table 3.2. Decision matrix for selecting new interface state.
Iteration
0-1)
Fix
Slip

(i)

Free
Fs = Fa + F„.tan5

Fix
Fn > 0 and
Ft < F
F„ > 0 and
Ail*. F* < 0
Alin < 0

Slip
Fn > 0 and
F t> r"
Fn > 0 and
Ail*. F* > 0

Free
Fn < 0
(tension)
F„ < 0
(tension)
AUn > 0

Table 3.3. Specified values for constraint nodal loads and displacements.
Load step
(k-I)
Fix
Slip
Free

(k)

Fix
dn = 0
ds = 0
dn = 0
ds = 0
dn = - An*’'
ds = AUn .(As/An)

Slip
d„ = 0
T=FS- F*'1
dn = 0
T= Fs- F,*'1
d„ = - An*"1
T= F5
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3.5. Soil Model
The modified Cam clay model is used in this study in order to describe the plastic
behavior o f soil. The yield locus for the modified Cam clay is given by
fiP, q, Pc (evp)) s M2 P2 - M2 Pc P + q2 = 0

(3.16)

Equation (3.16) represents an ellipse in the P-q plane as shown in Figure 3.4. In equation
(3.16), P and q are the mean effective and deviatoric stresses respectively. Pc is the strain
hardening parameter representing the apex o f the yield locus ellipse in the P axis. If P >
Pc/2, the model is either in the strain hardening region or at the critical state. If P < Pc/2.
the model is in the strain softening region which is not suitable for application here and
has numerical difficulties (Chen. 1975; Chen and Mizuno. 1990). To overcome the
numerical difficulty in the treatment of the strain softening region (P < Pc/2). one can
introduce a perfectly plastic idealization that is compatible with the modified Cam clay
model. One can use the critical state line as a perfectly plastic yield surface o f the
extended von Mises type. Another approach can be used by treating the modified Cam
clay yield surface in the strain softening region as a perfectly plastic yield surface (Chen.
1975). In this study, the second approach is used. For the purpose o f completeness, a
brief review o f the modified Cam clay model is given here.

3.5.1. The Elasto-Plastic Stress-Strain Relation
By decomposing the spatial strain rate, d, into elastic, de, and plastic. dp, spatial strain
rate components, the corotational stress rate,

o r',

can be obtained using Hooke's Law a s

S ’= De (d - dp)
where De is the elastic constitutive matrix
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Figure 3.4 Modified Cam-ClayModel
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The consistency condition for equation (3.16) requires
df = — dcr'+— dep = 0
3c'
de*

(3.18)

Assuming the associated plastic flow rule, the plastic incremental strain. dp, is given by:
dp =<R

5f
3c'

(3.19)

where dX. is a flow scalar
Substituting equations (3.17) and (3.19) into equation (3.18) with some rearrangement,
the flow scalar, dA., can be determined, and hence the incremental stress strain
relationship o f equation (3.17) is given by
5 = Dep d

(3.20)

where the elasto plastic constitutive matrix, Dep, is given by

DeP =

d-

*
* d«
3 c ' da'
Hc + Hp

(3.21)

where

da '

da'

(3.22)

the hardening modulus, Hp, is given by
w -.JL J.5 L l
dep \ 3 a ' j

(3.23)

but
3f_
dzl

d[_

(3.24)

3PC * 1

df
ap.
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and the change in hardening parameter dPc is expressed as
dPc = ^

- o) Pc del
c

(3.26)

( X- K)

where e0 is the initial void ratio. Therefore one obtains the following relation
df_ = - M 2 PP c ( l - e n)
del
(A.-K)

(3-27)

Using the chain rule
df
da'

3f dP
dP d a '

d f dq
<3q da'

then, the stress derivative,

(3.28)

df
, in two-dimension becomes
da ’
1

df
da’

_ M2( 2 P - P C) < I
Sw
- + 3 * JJ >
1
0
2V

(3.29)

where S«, Syy, Szz, are the deviatoric Cauchy stresses in the x, y and z directions, and t x
is the Cauchy shear stress.
The hardening modulus, Hp then becomes
IlP- M2 P P c( l + e 0)
(X - k )

(d f]
V&r'J

(3.30)

3.6. Analysis of the Piezocone Penetration Tests
In this work, the analysis is done for a miniature piezocone penetrometer of an area o f 1
cm2 and a standard cone apex angle o f 60° (as shown in Figure 3.5), which is of the same
size as the piezocone used in the LSU/CALCHAS tests (Kurup, et al., 1994; Voyiadjis.
etal. 1993). The results o f the numerical simulation are compared with the miniature
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piezocone penetration tests (PCPT) conducted on cohesive soil specimens prepared at
the LSU Calibration Chambers (LSU/CALCHAS). The LSU/CALCHAS (shown in
Figure 3.6) are 525 mm in diameter and 815 mm in height, designed by de Lima and
Tumay (1991), and Tumay and de Lima (1992), and modified by Voyiadjis. et al (1993).
and Kurup (1994), is a double walled flexible chamber that can house soil specimens

3.6.1. Soil Specimens: Description and Modeling Parameters
The soil specimens are prepared by mixing kaolinite and fine sand (D6o/D|0 = 1.4) at a
water content o f twice the liquid limit. A mixture o f 50% kaolinite and 50% Edgar fine
sand by weight is used to prepare the K-50 specimens. The K-50 soil specimen has a
liquid limit wL = 30% and a plastic limit. wp = 16. The specimens are consolidated
against a backpressure of 138 kPa. Full details o f specimen preparation, test procedure
and type of penetrometer used are found in Kurup, et al. (1994) and Voyiadjis. et al.
(1993). Summary o f the stress history o f the soil specimens 1,2 and 3 is presented in
Table (3.4). The filter used to measure the pore water pressure is located either in the
lowest 1/4 of the cone at the very tip (U1 configuration) or starting 0.5 mm above the
base o f the cone with 2 mm vertical height (U2 configuration). A summary o f the
piezocone penetration tests is presented in Table (3.5).

Table 3.4. Summary o f the Stress History o f the Soil Specimens
Specimen
No.

Soil
Type

Chamber
Consolidation

OCR

Final Effective Stress (KPa)
Vertical

Horizontal

1

K-50

Isotropic

1

207

207

2

K-50

Isotropic

5

41.4

41.4

3

K-50

Ko-Anisotropic

1

207

107.6
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SPECIMEN PLAN
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Figure 3.6 Schematics of LSU Calibration Chamber (Kurup, 1993).
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Table 3.5. Summary o f Piezocone Penetration Tests.
Specimen
No.

Test

Filter Location
U1 Configuration

1

PCPT1
PCPT2

2

3

Yes
Yes

PCPT3
PCPT4

Yes
Yes

PCPT5
PCPT6

U2 Configuration

Yes
Yes

The modified Cam clay model is used in this study in order to describe the plastic
behavior o f the soil. The soil parameters for the K-50 specimens used here for the
modified Cam clay model are: the slope o f the virgin consolidation line in e-lnP space.
a=0.1 1; the

slope o f the unloading-reloading line in the e-lnP space. k=0.0240; the slope

o f the critical state line. M=l .2; T=1.162; the coefficient of permeability for the soiL K=
0.5x1 O'9; and the Poisson’s ratio v=0.3. An anisotropic soil model will be used in future
work in order to better correlate with the material behavior o f specimen 3.

3.6.2. Results of the Numerical Simulation
A number o f trial finite element meshes are studied first with different degree of
refinements in order to obtain the appropriate mesh for the analysis o f the piezocone
penetraion problem. Figure 3.7 shows the computed dimensionless quantities qc/qC5 and
Ul/Uls as a function o f the number o f finite elements used along the inclined surface (as
a measure o f the degree o f refinement) for a penetration depth o f 10 mm.

qc/qc$ is the

ratio o f the cone tip resistance to the cone tip resistance computed using five elements
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Figure 3.7 Convergence of the Cone Tip Resistance and Pore Water Pressure
at U1 Configuration with mesh Refinement
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along the inclined surface. U l /U l5 is the ratio of the excess pore pressure at U1
configuration to the one computed using five elements along the inclined surface. From
Figure 3.7, it is clear that with the increase o f refinement, the numerical results converge
to a unique solution.. The finite element mesh used in this analysis is presented in Figure
3.8. The eight-node isoparametric axi-symmetric finite element, Q8P4, is used in this
analysis.
3.6.2.I. Cone Tip Resistance Profiles
The cone tip resistance qc, at any penetration depth, can be estimated by integrating the
vertical stress components o f the element faces along the cone tip. The calculated cone
tip resistance profiles during the piezocone penetration for the two cases (with and
without interface friction) are compared with those obtained experimentally from the
PCPT as shown in Figures 3.9. It can be seen that the cone tip resistance computed
numerically increases rapidly until it reaches a steady state condition at a depth ranging
from 20 to 30 mm. The calibration chamber tests usually take the “steady state” value as
a single measurement. It is however, noticed that the computed cone tip resistance
develops at a foster rate than those obtained experimentally. The variation may be due to
some boundary effects and/or saturation difficulties in the experimental procedure near
the top surface o f the soil specimen; and also due to prestressing problems. This can be
noticed if one compares the cone tip resistance obtained, for the same specimen, at two
different filter locations. The final values obtained from the numerical model after the
steady state condition is reached are close to those obtained experimentally.

Stress

values obtained assuming sofi-penetrometer interface friction p = 0.25. give higher cone
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Figure 3.8 Finite Element Mesh for the Piezocone Penetration Analysis.
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tip resistance compared to those in which the interface friction is neglected- The
difference ranges from about 10% for Ko-anisotropic consolidated specimen to about
15% for the normally consolidated specimen.

3.6.2.2. Excess Pore Pressure Profiles
In the PCPT, the filter (pore pressure element) used to measure the porewater pressure
is located either in the lowest 1/4 o f the cone at the very tip (U1 configuration) or
starting 0.5 mm above the base o f the cone with 2 mm vertical height (U2 configuration).
The developed excess pore pressure profiles during piezocone penetration obtained
numerically are compared with those obtained experimentally from the PCPT for both
U1 and U2 configurations as shown in Figures 3.10-3.12 for specimens. 1. 2 and 3.
respectively. The developed excess pore pressures obtained numerically increase rapidly
until they reach a steady state condition at a depth o f 20-30 mm. They also develop at a
faster rate than those obtained experimentally. This behavior is similar to that obtained
for the cone resistance profiles. The difference can be attributed to some boundary
effects and/or saturation difficulties near the top surface o f the soil specimen in the
experimental set up. The final excess pore pressures at the steady state condition are
quite close to those obtained experimentally. It is interesting to note that a negative
excess pore pressure is likely to develop near the cone base (U2 configuration) at the
early stages o f the penetration due to the soil-piezocone separation near the cone base.
The effect o f the soil-penetrometer interface friction is more obvious for the U1
configuration than it is for the U2 configuration. The resulted excess pore pressures are
deviated by (10-15%) due to the interface friction effect. This is expected since the
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soil is subjected to more shearing and hence, the contribution of the shear induced excess
pore pressure will affect the total exess pore pressure.
3.6.2.3. Strain Field
The resulting radial (er), axial (ez), tangential (se), and shear (s^) contour strains around
the piezocone penetrometer for the 25 mm penetration depth o f specimen 1 and for case
1 are presented in Figures 3.13. Contours o f the octahedral shear strains for specimens
1,2 and 3 are also presented in Figures 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16. respectively. The calculated
shear strains are quite large, especially close to the tip o f the cone. This demonstrates the
need of using a large deformation finite strain formulation in the analysis o f the
piezocone penetration problem. For specimen I, the radial strains (sr). range from -62%
below the cone tip to 83% just below the cone base. The axial strains (ez). range from 44% at the cone base to 89% at the very tip o f the cone. The maximum tangential (ee)
and shear (eK) strains calculated are -139% and -196%, respectively, and are located
around the cone tip. The maximum octahedral shear strains (Eoct), for specimen 1 (N.C.)
are 191% and 206% for cases 1 and 2, respectively. For overconsolidated specimen 2.
the maximum octahedral shear strains (eoct), are 117% and 126% for cases 1 and 2.
respectively. For specimen 3 (Ko-anisotropic consolidated), the maximum octahedral
shear strain (Eoct), is 126% for case 1 and 137% for case 2. It is clear that large strains
are localized at a very small region, especially for the overconsolidated specimen 2. It is
interesting to note that strains for specimen 2 (O.C.) are less than those for specimens 1
and 3 due to the fact that less plastic strains occur in them.
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Figure 3.13 Contours of strains around the piezocone penetrometer of specimen 1, case 1, for
penetration of 25 mm: (a) radial strain, e„ (b) axial strain, ez. (fig. con’d.)
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3.6.2.4. Stress Field
The contours o f the effective radial (a'r). axial (cr'z). tangential (o'e). and shear stresses
(tre) around the piezoeone penetrometer at a penetration depth o f 25 mm for specimen 1
and for case I are presented in Figures 3.17. The initial stress state for the specimen is
isotropic with a 'r = a’z - ct'q = 207 kPa. The radial effective stress (<y'r) around the
piezoeone penetrometer increases in the region above the midpoint o f the cone tip up to
424 kPa immediately above the cone base. However, it drops to 48 kPa below the cone
tip as shown in Figure 3.17a. The axial effective stress (cr'z), arising from the 25 mm
penetration, increases in the region below the cone face up to 306 kPa below the cone
tip. and decreases in the region above the cone face to 62 kPa as shown in Figure 3.17b.
The effective tangential stress (<r'6) around the piezoeone decreases radially from 207
kPa (initial stress) to 43 kPa at the lower half o f the cone face as shown in Figure 3.17c.
The maximum shear stress (Tra) induced is -166 kPa. The shape o f the shear stress
distribution around the piezoeone is in the shape o f a bulb with the maximum value
located at the cone face and oriented at an angle o f approximately 45° to the cone face.
The shear stress bulb is also extended behind the cone face. Figures 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20
represent contours o f octahedral shear stress (Toct) induced from 25 mm penetration
depth for specimens 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The octahedral shear stress is a measure of
the resulting shearing in the soil specimen. The change in octahedral shear stress is
important in the generation o f excess pore pressure around the piezoeone. The excess
pore pressure developed during the piezoeone penetration can be expressed as a function
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Figure 3.17 Contours of stresses around the piezoeone penetrometer of specimen 1, case 1, for penetration
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o f the change o f the mean effective stress and the octahedral shear stress through the
following relationship:
Au = AcToct+ ccAToc,

(3.31)

The maximum octahedral shear stress is concentrated around the upper portion o f
the conical face for case 1 (neglecting interface friction): while for case 2 (interface
friction), it is concentrated around both the upper and lower portions o f the conical face.
It is to be noted that the affected shearing zone for the overconsolidated specimen is
localized in a smaller zone than the other two specimens. Similar behavior is obtained in
the excess pore pressure distribution as will be discussed later.
3.6.2.5. Spatial Excess Pore Pressure Distribution
The distribution o f the spatial excess pore pressure around the piezoeone penetrometer
due to the piezoeone penetration in cohesive soils is very important in order to determine
the flow characteristics o f the cohesive soils and the associated consolidation parameters.
Many methods have been proposed in order to predict the spatial excess pore pressure
distribution based on the bearing capacity model, cavity expansion theories (cylindrical
and spherical), and the finite element techniques.
The distribution o f the excess pore pressure developed around the piezoeone
penetrometer at a penetration depth o f 25 mm is shown in Figures 3.21-3.23 for
specimens 1, 2, and 3, respectively. It can be seen that the maximum concentration o f the
excess pore pressure for case 1 when the soil-penetrometer interface friction is neglected
(p. = 0), is located around the upper third of the cone as shown in Figures 3.21a. 3.22a.
3.23a. For case 2 with the coefficient o f interface friction p = 0.25. the maximum
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concentration o f the excess pore pressure is located around the lower third o f the cone as
shown in Figures 3.21b, 3.22b, and 3.23b. A possible negative pore pressure is likely to
develop, especially for the overconsolidated specimen, behind the cone base due to the
soil-piezocone separation. This produces a large pore pressure gradient just behind the
cone base which makes the excess pore pressure measurement in this region (as in U2
configuration)

highly sensitive to

the

pore

element

location, especially for

overconsolidated soils.
The excess pore pressures developed around the cone due to piezoeone penetration
are localized in a very small region surrounding the cone face especially for the
overconsolidated soils. The 50 kPa contour line extends to about 6 r0, 3 r0, and 4 r0 for
the isotropic normal consolidated, isotropic overconsolidated, and Ko-anisotropic
consolidated specimens, respectively. The distribution o f the spatial excess pore
pressures resulting from the proposed elasto-plastic finite element analytical model and
its corresponding dissipation is compared with the cavity expansion method proposed by
Torstensson (1975, 1977) and Vesic (1972), the semi-empirical methods given by Gupta
and Davidson (1986), and the strain path method given by Levadoux and Baligh (1986).
and Teh and Houlsby (1991) as shown in Figures 3.24-3.26 for specimens I, 2. and 3.
respectively. Table (3.6) presents the reference soil parameters used in order to predict
the spatial pore pressure distribution. These parameters are taken from the work o f
Kurup (1993). The spherical cavity expansion is used for both U1 and U2 configurations
assuming that the penetration produces a successive spherical cavity expansion. The
finite element spatial excess pore pressure distribution is quite close to that of the Gupta
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and Davidson (1986) prediction method. The cavity expansion method proposed by
Torstensson (1975. 1977) gives less accurate results than the other methods. This is
partly due to neglecting the shear induced excess pore pressure. Comparing the proposed
method with the other prediction methods, one finds that the proposed computational
method gives better and closer results to the experimental ones for specimens 1 and 2
than for the Ko-anisotropic consolidated specimen 3. It is believed that the value o f the
rigidity index Ir = (G/Su) = 567 for specimen 3 is overestimated compared to the other
two specimens as well as compared to the variation in the undrained shear strength. Su.
in which, G is the shear modulus. Despite the fact that some o f these prediction methods
may give a reasonable distribution, the proposed method using the finite element analysis
has more advantages over these methods in simulating the real penetration process, since
it incorporates the soil nonlinearity and the elasto-plastic soil behavior. It also provides
the spatial excess pore pressure distribution at any depth during the piezoeone
penetration.

Table 3.6. Reference Soil Parameters (after Kurup, 1993).
Specimen
No.

Sleeve
Friction
£ (kPa)

Undrained
Shear
Strength
Su (kPa)

Af

Rigidity
Index
Ir = G so/Su

Radial Coefficient
of Consolidation
(Cr x 10'3 enr/s)
Virgin

Reload

1

13

60

1.10

267

14.1

78.8

2

15

40

0.18

150

14.1

78.8

3

12

65

0.59

567

26.4

105.0
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3.6.2.6. Dissipation of The Excess Pore Pressure
The dissipation results obtained numerically o f the excess pore pressure with time, are
compared with those obtained from the PCPT for Ut and U2 configurations as shown in
Figures 3.27-3.29 for specimens 1, 2, and 3. respectively. It is obvious that both the
finite element analytical results and those obtained experimentally are quite close with the
exception o f the absence o f the sudden drop in the pore pressure at the instance that the
penetration is ceased as it is observed experimentally. Figures 3.27-3.29 also present the
comparison between the dissipation o f the excess pore pressure obtained numerically
with those predicted using Torstensson's (1975, 1977) spherical cavity expansion model
and the strain path methods proposed by Levadoux and Baligh (1986) and Teh and
Houlsby (1991). The finite element numerical dissipation results obtained in this
proposed work are closer to the results o f the strain path model proposed by Levadoux
and Baligh (1986). However. Levadoux and Baligh (1986) strain path method does not
indicate any significant difference between the dissipation rates at the cone tip and the
cone base. The Torstensson (1975, 1977) cavity expansion solution gives a faster
dissipation rate o f the excess pore pressure than the experimental dissipation results and
those dissipation results obtained numerically and theoretically using other methods.
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CHAPTER 4
COMPUTATIONAL MODEL FOR THE
SIMULATION OF THE SHIELD TUNNELING
PROCESS IN COHESIVE SOILS
4.1. Introduction
Rapid growth in urban development has resulted in increasing the necessity for using
underground space due to the need o f upgrading and expanding the existing
infrastructure in order to satisfy the updating demands. Tunneling will play an important
role in a sustained future by providing the necessary infrastructure and accommodation
o f future needs which minimize surface impacts. The creation o f underground space is
becoming essential in major cities in order to accommodate transportation systems,
communication, and utility networks. Some o f these networks are the water supply,
sewage disposal pipelines, storage o f many kinds o f materials, and protection facilities
(shelters) against natural and man-made disasters.
The development o f the shield tunnel methods throughout the history has been
concentrated on how to stabilize and support the cutting face during excavation. The
unstable cutting face during excavation can be supported by different ways such as
mechanical means, compressed air, fluid, and by the excavated soil itself. The mechanical
support is not suitable and very risky in soft ground especially bellow groundwater level
(Babenderede 1991). The compressed air shield was the first approach used in soft
ground. The slurry shield system followed after that where the face is supported by
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a fluid (usually water and additives such as bentonite). In 1974. the Earth Pressure
Balance (EPB) shield system was introduced in Japan, in which the excavated soil
material itself supports the cutting face. The pressure applied to the tunnel face counter
balances, in theory, the existing overburden and hydrostatic pressures. The EPB shield
was first used in the USA in 1981 to drive a 3.7 m diameter. 915m long tunnel for the
San Francisco clean water project.
Construction o f tunnels in soft ground, especially in urban regions, poses a unique
challenge to engineers. Design Engineers are facing an increasing challenge with more
responsibilities to build tunnels under different ground conditions and in congested town
regions for various needs and purposes that meet the environmental restrictions. In urban
areas, consideration must be given to protect pre-existing structures and underground
conduits from damage during shield tunneling.
Recent advances in tunneling technology reduce construction time with consequent
decrease in cost. Unfortunately, theoretical advances have not kept pace with the recent
advances in the tunneling technology. Construction o f tunnels in soft ground, especially
in urban regions, poses a unique challenge to engineers, and careful consideration must
be given to the magnitude and distribution of settlements. At present there is no a
generally valid method for predicting ground subsidence owing to tunneling before
tunnel construction. Up to date empirical procedures (e.g. Peck 1969) have been widely
used, to assess potential ground deformation owing to tunneling. Nevertheless, empirical
formulas have limitations in their applicability to different tunnel geometries, different
construction techniques, and different soil conditions (Lee et al. 1992). It has been
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reported that deformation caused by tunneling (Ng et al. 1986) and the subsequent
potential damage to adjacent and overlying services and structures depends on the
ground and groundwater condition, tunnel depth and geometry, and the construction
procedure which is the most important factor.
Recently, the prediction o f ground deformation and stress patterns during shield
tunneling have been carried out by numerical analysis based on the finite element
methods. Due to simplicity and cost effectiveness, in many cases, researchers ( e.g. Row
et al.. 1983; Row and Kack, 1983; Ng et al. 1986; Finno and Clough, 1985; Row and
Lee, 1993) adapted the two-dimensional plane strain or axi-symmetrical approach of the
tunnel transverse or longitudinal section. However, field results and theoretical analyses
show that the general stress and displacement patterns around the tunnel are three
dimensional and very different than that of the plane strain transverse section (Lee and
Rowe, 1990a, 1990b). During the shield advance, before the face o f the tunnel shield
reaches the section, the soil is subjected to small settlement or heave movement. As the
tunnel shield passes the section, a rapid downward settlement o f the soil occurs
immediately after the tailpiece cleared the section invading the space (gap) between the
tunnel boundary and the lining. At this stage, the lined tunnel section approaches the
plane strain condition. The distance required for ground displacement to reach the plane
strain condition depends on the amount of plasticity developed around the tunnel. Under
idealized construction, when the tunneling machine is kept hard against the face
minimizing the stress changes and deformation into the face, the tunnel is advanced
under perfect alignment and can be treated as a plane strain case. Under a less
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conservative construction procedure, the three-dimensional movement ahead o f the
tunnel face may be significant. Construction difficulties such as steering and alignment
problems, can cause over excavation and remolding o f adjacent soils. Usually, during
tunneling, a significant zone o f plastic behavior is induced around the tunnel. Several
attempts have been made to use 3-D finite element model (Lee and Rowe, 1989a. 1989b.
1990a, 1990b; Akagi, 1994) to simulate the tunneling process especially for open face
tunneling shields. Akagi, (1994) used excavated elements with reduced strength
parameters ahead o f the shield face to simulate the advance o f the shield in the 3-D
model. Finno and Clough (1985) introduced a 2-D model that is based on the
combination o f both the transverse and longitudinal plane sections. The longitudinal
section analysis is used to provide information o f the nature o f the pressure distribution
in order to simulate the heaving process in the transverse section.
In this chapter, a two-dimensional computational model is developed and used to
simulate the continuous advance o f the Earth Pressure Balance (EPB) Shield during the
tunneling process in cohesive soils. The model is based on the plane strain “transverselongitudinal” sections that is capable o f simulating the continuous advance of the shield
and incorporating the 3-D deformation o f the soil around and ahead o f the shield face.
An elasto-plastic coupled system o f equations (as described in chapter 2) are used here in
order to describe the time-dependent deformation o f the saturated cohesive soil. The
remeshing technique is used in the longitudinal section in order to rearrange the finite
element mesh ahead o f the shield face so that the size and dimension of the excavated
elements match the geometric shape and size o f the shield advance. The computational
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model is used to analyze the N-2 tunnel project excavated in 1981 in San Francisco using
the EPB shield tunnel machine. The results o f this analysis are compared with the in-situ
field measurements o f the N-2 tunnel project.

4.2. Method of Analysis
Empirical formulas have been widely used to assess potential ground movements owing
to tunneling (e.g., Peck, 1969; Mair et al., 1993). These formulas are based on the
assumption that the transverse surface settlement (S) profile follows a normal probability
(Gaussian distribution) curve as given below:
S = S m*e‘-‘2''2i>

(4.1)

where S„ax is the maximum settlement, which occurs above the tunnel centerline: x is the
distance from tunnel centerline; i is the distance from the tunnel centerline to the point of
inflection (as shown in Figure 4.1). The total half width o f the settlement profile is given
by 2.5 i.
Nevertheless, empirical formulas have limitations in applicability to different tunnel
geometries, ground conditions, and construction procedures (Lee et al. 1992). In
addition, these formulas do not take into consideration the redistribution of stress state
and the development o f the excess pore pressure resulting from the advancing o f the
tunnel shield. An alternate method is used to calculate the stress distribution around the
tunnel opening for the lining design.
In recent years, several researchers have used numerical analysis based on the finite
element technique in order to predict the ground deformation and stress patterns due to
the tunneling process. In many cases, numerical modeling has been treated as a two-
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dimensional plane strain or axi-sytnmetric problem of the tunnel transverse or
longitudinal sections. However, field studies and theoretical analysis show that the
displacements around the tunnel are three-dimensional ( Lee and Rowe. 1990a. 1990b).
Limited theoretical research have been conducted in three-dimensional behavior o f the
ground movement ahead the tunnel face, particularly for soft soils, where nonlinear
elasto-plastic conditions exist (Clough and Leca. 1993).
Due to simplicity and cost effectiveness, most o f the previous workers (e.g. Rowe
and Kack. 1983; Finno and Clough. 1985; and Ng et al. 1986) adapted the twodimensional . finite element approach. In this approach the tunnel process is modeled
using a “transverse section" plane strain model. The transverse section cuts
perpendicular to the tunnel axis so that the undefbrmed tunnel appears as a circle in the
finite element mesh. To incorporate the effect o f the three-dimensional movement into
the two-dimensional “transverse section’* analysis, there are two approaches. The first
approach adapted by Finno and Clough (1985) makes use o f a second plane strain
“longitudinal section” in order to represent a section cut parallel to the tunnel axis for the
case of EPB shield tunneling. The “longitudinal section” is used to simulate the shield
advance by applying incremental rigid translation causing the soil to displace away from
the tunnel face. The induced out o f plane stresses are used to estimate the pressure
distribution, which is used to simulate the initial heaving process in the ‘nransverse
section”. The plane strain “transverse section” is then used to simulate the closure o f the
tail gap and the long term time-dependent deformations.
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The second approach has been used by Rowe et al. (1983). Rowe and Kack (1983).
Ng et al. (1986). Rowe and Lee. (1992), and Lee et al. (1992). in which they suggest the
use o f what is called the "gap parameter” to represent quantitatively the threedimensional ground loss resulting from three-dimensional movement for an open face
shield tunneling. The gap parameter (GAP) (Figure 4.2) can be expressed as (Rowe and
Lee. 1992; Lee et al. 1992):
GAP = Gp + U 3D+ o)

(4.2)

where, Gp = 2A + 5 = physical gap representing the geometric clearance between the
outer skin o f the shield and the lining and it is comprised o f the thickness o f the tailpiece
(A) and the clearance required for erection o f the lining (5); U*3d represents the
equivalent three-dimensional elasto-plasticdeformation at thetunnel face, which can be
calculated from formulas given byLee et al. (1992) and Rowe and Lee(1992). and o
takes into account the quality of workmanship.
These movements can be approximately incorporated in the two-dimensional plane
strain model assuming a larger excavated tunnel diameter with an additional volume
corresponding to the volume o f ground loss ahead and over the shield. Excavation of
tunnel is then simulated by removing the excavated elements and replacing them with
tractions around the tunnel opening. Tractions are then removed incrementally from
around the tunnel periphery.
For the closed face shield, such as the EPB, Yi et al. (1993) suggests applying a
peripheral pressure at the tunnel opening until the observed heave is achieved in order to
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Figure 4.2 Two-Dimensional Ground Loss Simulation. The Total Gap Parameter
(after Lee et al.. 1992)
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simulate the heaving caused by EPB. Tail gap closure is then simulated allowing the soil
to move inward until the closure o f the theoretical gap.
Lee and Rowe (1990a, 1990b, 1991) used a three-dimensional finite element model
to simulate the advance o f an open face tunneling shield. The continuos advance o f the
tunnel face was simulated by a two-stage analysis. At the beginning, the axial pressure
ahead of the tunnel and the radial pressure around the periphery is released gradually
allowing the soil to move freely into the zone to be excavated until the total radial
convergence o f the soil at the tunnel crown and invert corresponds to the tunnel
clearance. Soil in front o f the heading will move both radially and axially toward the face.
The volume between the final cut surface and the original position o f the soil represents
the ground loss due to the three-dimensional movement (lA o). Once U*3D is known, the
total gap can be calculated. A second three-dimensional computation is then performed
on the new dimensions.
Pelli et al. (1991) used a three-dimensional finite element analysis to simulate
tunneling process in rocks. The excavation process was modeled by eliminating the
“excavated” elements from the stiffiiess matrix. Akagi, (1994) introduced excavated
elements with reduced strength ahead o f the shield face to simulate the advance o f the
shield in the three-dimensional model.

4.3. Finite Element Numerical Simulation
The continuous advance o f the tunneling process is simulated here by using the twodimensional finite element analysis that is based on the combination o f both the plane
strain “ longitudinal and transverse” sections. The plane strain longitudinal section will
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be used to simulate the continuous advance o f the shield and to study the short term soil
deformations, stress redistribution and excess pore pressures ahead and around the shield
as well as the resulting initial heave or settlement caused from the shield advance. The
analysis o f the longitudinal section will provide important information that is needed in
the transverse analysis such as the initial surface heave or settlement and the distribution
o f the excess pore pressures around the tunnel opening. In the future work, after
conducting the 3-D analysis, correlation will be made between the 3-D and the
longitudinal section analysis to enable one to obtain more information from the
longitudinal section (i.e. the nature and distribution o f the periphery pressure and the
magnitude o f initial heave/settlement in order to simulate the initial heave/settlement in
the transverse section analysis). Based on the results o f the longitudinal section, a second
analysis will be done for the plane strain transverse section. The effect o f the threedimensional deformation will be incorporated in the transverse section. In the future, a
three-dimensional model, which is under development now, will be used to correlate the
three-dimensional analysis with the two-dimensional longitudinal plane strain analysis.
This will help us understand and incorporate more accurately and appropriately the
three-dimensional deformations ahead o f the shield from the longitudinal section in order
to feed the transverse section.

4.3.1. Two-Dimensional Longitudinal Section :
A 2-D Longitudinal section will be used to simulate the advancement of the EPB shield
and the associated ground deformation and stresses redistribution resulting from the
shield advancement. The advancement o f the tunneling machine involves a change in
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geometry and removal o f excavated soiL so that a step-by-step incremental excavation
procedure will be used in this simulation. The EPB shield machine can be operated in
such a way that the rate o f excavation o f the soil is more, less or equal to the rate o f
advancing the shield thus causing over, under or perfect excavation simultaneously, by
adjusting the applied earth pressure at the shield face. In most cases, the EPB shield is
operated so that the rate o f excavation is less than the rate o f advancing the machine
forcing the soil away from its face causing small initial heave. This initial heave will
reduce the amount of final settlement. The magnitude o f the heave is directly
proportional to the applied earth pressure. However, the proposed model will be capable
of handling the three mentioned cases and for both open and closed face shields. For the
over excavation case, during each incremental advance, part o f the soil will move inside
the shield causing the incremental excavation to be higher than the incremental advance.
For under excavation case, during each incremental advance, part o f the soil ahead o f the
face will be excavated and part will be displaced away of the shield face. For perfect
excavation case, the soil is neither displaced away nor moved inside.
In the longitudinal plane strain analysis, the simulation o f the advancement o f the
EPB shield tunneling will be accomplished in the following three stages as described in
Figure 4.3:
Stage 1: Removal of the part o f the soil ahead o f the shield that has to be excavated,
replacing it with the equivalent traction acting around the tunnel, and moving the face o f
the shield just ahead o f the excavated part.
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Figure 4.3 Stages of the Two-Dimensional Longitudinal Section.
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The equivalent nodal tractions. R«q. are calculated by integrating the total stresses.
a. over the excavated elements as given below:
= JABTerdA

(4.3)

Stage 2:
Under excavation: Apply incremental rigid translations o f the nodes representing the
face and the body o f the EPB shield until the average earth pressure at the face reaches
the specified controlled value (based on the machine operation). This will simulate the
initial heaving process caused by displacing the soil away from the face.
Over excavation: Gradually releasing the loads o f the nodes representing the face
o f the EPB shield until the average earth pressure at the face reaches the specified
controlled value. This will simulate the initial settlement process caused by inward
movement o f the soil into the shield chamber.
Perfect excavation: disregard this stage.
Stage 3: Remeshing : The finite element mesh will be rearranged in the portion ahead
o f the shield face so that the size and dimensions o f the excavated elements for the next
incremental step match the geometric shape and size o f the incremental shield advance
(see Figure 4.4).
Stages 1-3 will be repeated for other excavation increments until a plane strain condition
is reached just behind the shield tail or to achieve a specified excavation distance.
During the tunneling process, a region of disturbed ( remolded ) zone is created ahead o f
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Figure 4.4 Remeshing o f the Finite Elements Ahead o f the Tunnel Boring Machine.
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the shield face. The strength and the Poisson's ratio for the elements immediately ahead
of the shield face are reduced in order to represent this disturbed zone.
Isoparametric interface elements are used between the soil and the shield body in
order to model the soil-shield interface friction. The Mohr-Coulomb elastoplastic yield
function as given by Matsui and San (1989) is used in this work in order to describe the
incremental stress-strain behavior o f the interface element. This constitutive model is
capable o f describing the restrained dDatancy o f the soil at the interface. More details of
the soil-shield interface modeling is discussed later in section 4.4.

4.3.2. Two-Dimensional Transverse Section :
In order to incorporate the three dimensional deformation into the plane strain transverse
section analysis, one needs to know the magnitude and distribution o f the radial
heave/settlement pressure needed to be applied in the transverse section. Results o f the
longitudinal section analysis will provide one with the information about the amount of
the initial surface heave/settlement (Spi), the distribution o f the excess pore pressure and
the stress change. The actual three-dimensional surface heave/settlement (S3D) is
expected to be less than the plane strain value (

S 3d

< Spi or

S 3d

= A . Spi, where A < 1).

In this analysis, the distribution o f the heave/settlement pressure is obtained by applying a
rigid translation of the nodes representing the shield body and face in a simple 3-D model
as shown in Figure 4.5. This pressure will be applied incrementally in the transverse
section analysis until the excess pore pressure at the springline reaches the value obtained
from the longitudinal section. In future work, the author will simulate the 3-D model in
order to obtain a good correlation between the 3-D model and the plane strain
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Fgure 4.5 Three-Dimensional Rigid Translation.
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longitudinal section. In this way. enough information will be obtained from the
longitudinal section analysis to feed the transverse section analysis (i.e. the threedimensional initial heave/settlement S3D).
Simulation in the transverse plane strain section will be accomplished in the following
five stages as described in Figure 4.6:
Stage I : Apply (or unload for initial settlement) incrementally the heave/ or settlement
pressure until the specified excess pore pressure at the springline is achieved (for perfect
excavation, disregard this stage). In this stage the peripheral nodal displacements can be
estimated.
Stage 2: Knowing the peripheral nodal displacements, stage 1 is repeated with a new
mesh using a different tunnel opening such that at the end o f the heaving stage, the actual
tunnel opening is reached.
Stage 3 : Apply incremental unloading o f the pressure around the tunnel periphery until
the tail gap is closed (in case o f grouting, unload until the grouting pressure is achieved).
Nodes around the peripheral o f the tunnel are allowed to move inward. The tail gap is
considered closed when the relative movement o f the node at the crown and at the invert
is equal to the theoretical size o f the tail gap. It is better to choose the distribution o f the
unloading pressure in such a way in order to insure the closure o f the gap at the
springline and at both the crown and the invert simultaneously. Reasonable results can be
obtained from using a uniform unloading pressure distribution.
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Stage
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(1) Initial Heave/Settlement

(2) Repeat stage (1) for New Dimension

(3) Unloading to Close the Tail Gap

(4) Soil-Liner Interaction

(S) Long Term Deformations

o

Figure 4.6 Two-Dimensional Transverse Section Simulation.
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Stage 4: Once the soil comes into contact with the lining, the soil-lining interaction will
be activated by changing the material properties o f the inner element (must have the
same size o f the lining) in order to represent the actual lining material. In addition, the
weight o f the erected lining and the remaining o f the peripheral pressure will be applied
incrementally to the soil elements around the tunnel.

Stage S: The time-dependent long-term deformation resulting from the dissipation of the
developed excess pore pressure is simulated here.

4.4. Remeshing
The advancement o f the tunneling machine during the excavation process involves
removal o f the excavated soil and change in geometry of the soil ahead and around the
shield. Therefore, the finite element mesh is rearranged in the portion ahead and around
the shield body so that the size and dimensions of the excavated elements for the next
incremental step match the geometric shape and size o f the incremental shield advance as
illustrated in Figure 4.7.
Adaptive methods for remeshing can be classified into three main types. The rmethod: where the total number o f nodes and elements are kept constant but the nodes
are relocated (or moved) to new locations with new coordinates; the h-method: where
the elements o f the initial mesh are refined into smaller elements or derefined into larger
elements so that the error is distributed uniformly over the finite elements o f the specified
domain; and the p-method: applying higher (or lower) order interpolation polynomial
shape functions used for element interpolation, while keeping the total number elements
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Figure 4.7 Rearrangement o f the Finite Element Mesh.
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and nodes constant. A fourth type may be used which is termed the hp-method: a
combination o f h and p methods . Implementation o f the p-method is more complicated
than the h-method, because extensive modification o f the analysis is required. However
the convergence o f the p-method is better than the h-method.
The r-method is used in this work to rearrange the finite element mesh in the portion
ahead and around the shield body so that the geometric shapes and sizes o f the finite
elements in front o f the shield match the next incremental shield advance during the
tunneling process. The idea is to relocate the node coordinates o f the mesh in order to
serve the mentioned goal. Since the number of nodes is unchanged during this adoption,
therefore for computational efficiency, the r-method is considered the best among the
other methods (Tezuka, 1992). Though the r-method does not increase the number o f
elements, if the shape o f the domain is complicated, some elements might be highly
distorted and may lead to unacceptable results (Tezuka, 1992).

4.4.1. Mapping of Variables:
In general the mapping process mainly consists of three essential steps (Lee and Bathe
1994):
(1) Element Identification (E l) to identify the element Eo that contains the node n.

(2) Isoparametric inversion (IIN) to determine the isoparametric local coordinates
(§n,r|n) o f the node n in the element Eo.
(3) Data transfer (DTR), to transfer data (values and variables) from element Eo to the

node n with local coordinates. (£n,r|n).
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4.4.1.1. Mapping of Nodal Variables (displacements and pore pressures):
Referring to Figure 4.7, the old mesh is denoted by (a), while the new mesh is denoted
by ( oirm). For each node in the new mesh

( girm)

element, one needs first to identify the

element in the old mesh (a) that contains the node and hence determine the
corresponding isoparametric local coordinates o f that node using the modified NewtonRaphson iterative method.
If Nk is the interpolation function corresponding to the node k in the element, then
the nodal coordinates (X\Yn) o f the node n in the new element are given by
m
Xn = 2 X ^ n’Tf ) Xk

(4.4a)

Yn = i X ( S n’Tln)Yk

(4.4b)

k=l

k=l

where m is the number of nodes in the old element that contains node n; and (X \Y k) are
the coordinates o f node k.
To obtain the isoparametric local coordinates (^n,r|n) o f the node n, one needs to
solve equation (4.4). To ensure that the node n lies inside the element Eo. The following
constrains must be satisfied:
-1 < £" < 1

(4.5a)

-1 < r|n < 1

(4.5b)

In the case o f the r-method adaptivity with no change o f element node connectivity,
both step 1 and step 2 can be done simultaneously. That is the element identification
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(El) and the isoparametric inversion (IIN) are done at the same time for each node in the
mesh as follows:
•

Loop over the whole nodes o f the new element in (ccrm) mesh.

•

Loop over the whole elements in the old mesh (a).
For each node, one needs to solve equation 4.4 in order to obtain the isoparametric

local coordinates. The modified Newton-Raphson iterative method is used to solve
equation 4.4 as follows:
let
m
(4.6a)
m
(4.6b)
k=l

Using the above equations, the ith iterative local coordinates are given as follows:

(4.7a)

(4.7b)

The iterations will continue until the square difference between two subsequent values
are within acceptable tolerance (to 1). such as ^(error)2 < tol.
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•

Once the isoparametric local coordinates (cn,nn) are determined one needs to check
the conditions of equation 4.5. If they are satisfied, then the node is identified inside
that element, otherwise one moves to other elements in the (a) domain.
In some cases, the node lies along the border o f two or more elements (c or q = I)

and is identified in more than one element. In this case the nodal variables are averaged
smoothed. The method o f obtaining the isoparametric local coordinates (^n,rjn) o f node n
is referred as the “ Inverse Isoparametric Mapping Technique” (DMT).
Once the isoparametric local coordinates (£n,r|n) are known, then the nodal
displacements and pore pressures can be interpolated from the Eo-nodes to node n using
the interpolation functions Nk (may be taken to be different interpolation functions than
those used in the finite element analysis) as follows:

u n = 2 X ( S n>n")Uk
k=l

(4.8a)

tnp

pn = Z N t ^ n’'nn)pk

<4-8b>

k=l

where mp is the number o f nodes with pore pressures.

4.4.I.2. Mapping of Stresses and Strains at Gauss Points:
Since the mapping o f stresses at the Gaussian element interpolation points (I.P’s) is
done after each increment, the new I.P’s o f the oirm element will remain inside the a
element. For mapping o f stresses and strains from

<xrm

element to a element, the least

square smoothing will be used for this purpose. The first step before smoothing is to
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obtain the isoparametric local coordinates o f the new I.P's with respect to the old
element “Isoparametric Inversion**. The modified Newton-Raphson iterative method is
also used in order to obtain the local coordinates of the new I.P*s with respect to the a
element as follows:
let
mip

fi(^np,n np) = Xnp- 2 ; N k(4np,n np)Xl£ = 0
k=l

(4.9a)

tnip

f2(4"p,Tlnp) = Ynp- j ; N lt(4np,Tinp)Yk = 0

(4.9b)

k=l

where, mip is the number o f integration points; (£np,nnp) is the local coordinates of the
new integration points (I.P), np, o f the a RMelement with respect to a element; (Xnp.Ynp)
and (Xk,Yk) are the global coordinates o f the new integration point, np. and the previous
integration pont, k, respectively; N k is the interpolation function.
Then the ith iterative local coordinates o f the np integration points will be given as
follows (similar to the nodal local coordinates):
c np _ c np _

Sj+I — S|

n,np = n,np -

(4.10a)

5ft
as (5jip .n”p )

5f|
5^ -cnp

(4.10b)
np.

The iteration stops once a certain accuracy is achieved, (i.e. v(error)2 < tol).
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Once the isoparametric local coordinates (=np,rjnp) are obtained for all the new I.P's
in the

gcrm (with

respect to the

ocrm element),

the least square smoothing o f stresses and

strains can be carried out over the whole finite element domain, “global smoothing’*, or
performed separately over each individual element, ” local smoothing”. The problem is
then to find the set of smoothed stresses from the unsmoothed stresses that minimize the
squares o f errors using smoothing shape function (may be taken to be different
interpolation functions than those used in the finite element analysis).

4.4.2. Least Square Smoothing:
The least square smoothing procedure may be carried out over the whole finite element
domain, “global smoothing”, or performed separately over each individual element,
“local smoothing” (Hinton and Campbell, 1974). The local smoothing o f the finite
elements is adapted in this work. There are two types o f local smoothing:
1) Local functional smoothing : in which the smoothed function g(^np,qnp) is assumed
to be the least squares to the unsmoothed function o O ;np,T]np)

-

2) Local discrete smoothing : in which the smoothed function g(4np.tlnp) is assumed an
exact least squares fit to selected values of o(^np,qnp) (at the Gausian integration
points).

4.4.2.I. Functional Smoothing:
Let the smoothed function o f stresses (for example) at any point, n, within an
element in the finite element formulation be given by the following expression:
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mp

g(£",l") = 2 ; N l5 l
k=l

where N k are the smoothed shape functions, may be taken o f different order from
the interpolation shape functions used in the finite element analysis: o k is the smoothed
IP stresses.
If

are the unsmoothed stresses at any point within the element, then the error

between the smoothed and unsmoothed stresses at any point within the element is given
bv:

e(4,ti)=o(4,ri)-g(4>r1)

(4.12)

The problem now becomes one to find the smoothed stresses. crk. which minimize
the functional
E = JJAe(£,ri)'dxdy

(4.13)

For the error E to be minimized

#So.- = 0

(4.14)

for i = 1, nip

To find the smoothed stresses one needs to solve the following set o f equations
(4.15)
where, the element smoothing matrix will be
N,N, detJdSdri

...

N ,N „ det Jd^dn
(4.16)

[A ]' =
JJaN „N, detJd£dt|

... JJAN nN ndetJd^dri
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and the element force vector will be
Jj^N,crdet Jd£dr|
[F]' =

(4.17)

JJ^NnadetJd4dti
4.4.2.2. Discrete Smoothing:
In discrete smoothing the problem is to minimize the following
nip

(4-18)

E = X e^ ’Tl)2
k=t

In order to minimize the error E. the following expression is obtained that satisfies
the condition o f equation 4.12.
(4.19)

[AD]'{s}= { F Dr
where, the discrete element smoothing matrix will be
nip

k-1

[A „ r=

^

£ N ,( ! ; k,T|k)N,(i;k,iil )
k=l

(4.20)
nip

£ N , ( 4 k, i l k) N , K k. ’l k)

nip

...

£ N , ( S k,T|k)N ,(l;k,r,k)

and the discrete element force vector will be
nip

X N ,( 4 k,n kK
k=l

[FJ -

nip
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4.4.3. Determination of the Yield Stress at the New Gauss Points:
In the elastoplastic analysis, one needs to transfer the model's yield surface from the old
I P 's o f the a element to the new I.P*s o f the

cxrm

element. One way to do that is by

interpolating or least square smoothing o f the yield surface from old I.P’s to the new
I.P's. This can lead to values that are not self-consistent (Lee and Bathe 1994) (i.e. the
effective stress o' may be greater than the yield stress oy).

Lee and Bathe (1994)

suggested that the yield stress (oy) at the new LP’s should be obtained from the mapped
equivalent plastic strain and the strain hardening function as:
(4.22)

oy = f (ePeq)

In the modified Cam Clay model, the evolution o f the hardening parameter dPc is given
as a function of the incremental volumetric plastic strain, de^ as

(4.23)

Taking the integration o f both sides o f equation 4.23 over the increment

(4.24)
’VO

and therefore
ln(Pc ) - ln(PC0) =

IA. —KJ

- sj.)

(4.25)

where Pco and e^Dare the reference hardening parameter and volumetric plastic strain
respectively.
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Since the hardening parameter is a function o f the plastic volumetric strain ef. the
author proposed to map the equivalent plastic strain by the least square smoothing from
the old IP's in the a element to the new IP’s in the a RMelement- The next step then is to
find the hardening parameter Pc at the new IP’s- Since remeshing is done after each load
increment, the new IP’s are expected to be very close to the old IP’s. The author
proposes to relate the hardening parameter at the new IP’s in the

ocrm element

to the

hardening parameter o f the old closest IP’s in the a element by the formula:
ln (P c L -ln (P c o )

(l+ e ^ H s^ -Q

ln(Pc )old-ln (P co)

( l+ e otd) (evpoId- s vpJ

(4.26)

The equivalent plastic strain can be mapped using the same method used to map
stresses and strains. Another option may be used by direct mapping o f ln(Pc) by the least
square smoothing technique similar to the stress and strain mapping.
In mapping the hardening parameter, one needs to check the consistency between
the stress state and the new mapped yield surface in the new IP’s such that the stress
state can not be outside the yield surface, and the following condition must be satisfied:
(4.27)

where Py is the hardening parameter corresponding to the current stress state.
p
In case — > 1.0, correction o f the yield surface will be carried out by returning
Pc
the stress state to the yield surface.
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4.5. Modeling of Interface Friction
The engineering literature contains a variety o f interface element formulations. Goodman
et al. (1968) developed a simple rectangular, two-dimensional element with eight degrees
of freedom. The element formulation is derived on the basis of relative nodal
displacements o f the solid elements adjacent to the interface element. The thickness of
the element is assumed to be zero. Zienkiewicz et aL (1970) proposed the use of
continuous solid elements as interface elements with a simple nonlinear material property
for shear and normal stresses, assuming uniform strain in the thickness direction.
However, not many critical and systematic studies and implementations o f the concept
are available in the published literature (Desai et al. 1984). Numerical difficulties may
arise, for zero-thick elements, from ill conditioning o f the stiffiiess matrix due to very
large off-diagonal or small diagonal terms (Ghaboussi et al. 1973). In recent years, a
number o f investigators have considered the use o f thin-layer interface elements (i.e.
Desai et al. 1984; Sharma and Desai 1992). In this study, the 6-noded thin-layer
isoparametric element is used to model the sofl-shield interface friction.

4.5.1. Interface Element
Consider a 6-noded nonlinear isoparametric thin layer interface element as shown in
Figure 4.8. This element is used to model the soQ-shield interface friction. Using the local
coordinates, (4,hX the shape functions, N,, are defined as follows:

N
, =-(4/4)0-4)0-h)
N: = (4/4)(l +4)(1 - n)

N
b=(4/4)0+4)0 +n)
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Figure 4.8 Thin-Layer Interface Element
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N4 = - ( c / 4 )( 1 - c )( 1 + t 1)
N5 = (1/2)0 - c2)(l - ri)
N6 = ( l /2 ) ( l - 4 2) ( l+ r i)

(4.28)

One defines the nodal displacement vector, {d}. as follows
{d} = { ul vl u2 v2 u3 v3 u4 v4 u6 v6 }

(4.29)

The displacement at any arbitrary point can be related to the nodal displacement
vector using the shape functions, N, as:

M
- [n M
w

(4.30)

where
[N] =

4.5.2.

N,
0
O N ,

N,
0 N3
0
O N , 0 N3

N4 0
0 N4

Ns 0 N6 0
0 N5
0 N6

(4.31)

T h e E lasto -P lastic S tress-S train re la tio n

An elastoplastic constitutive model of the Coulomb yield function and its associated flow
rule (elastic-perfectly plastic model) is used in this study as proposed by Matsui and San
(1989) as shown in Figure 4.9. This model can represent the restrained dilatancy. The
shear stress ( t ) is given b y :
t=

C, + o ' .tanS

(4.32)

where C, is the adhesion, o ' is the effective normal to the surface stress, and 5 is the
angle o f friction between the soil and the shield body.
The yield function, f, can be defined as (Matsui and San, 1989):
f = t 2 - (C» + a'n .tanS)2 = 0
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Assuming the associated plastic flow rule, the plastic spatial strain rate. dp. is given by:
df
dp = A. _
oo

(4.34)

§

The consistency condition implies
d f = -^-d<y' = 0
do'

(4.35)

Substitution o f equation (4.35) into equation (4.33) leads to
df = 2tdx - 2 (Ca + o ' .tanS) tan5.dc' = 0

(4.36)

The total spatial strain rate, d, can be decomposed into elastic. de, and plastic, dp. spatial
strains rate components as:
d = de + dp

(4.37)

de = d - d p

(4.38)

The plastic spatial strain rate is then becomes
0
d p = k — = Ji -2S
do'
2t

(4.39)

where S = (C, + o'n .tanS) tanS
The corotational stress rate. S ', is related to the spatial strain rate as
{o '} = [D e]{de} = [D e] ( { d } - { d p} )

s;
■s; T

f
■

4

M
\

0

d„ — k - -2S
2t
dr

\
►

)

where the elastic stiffness matrix, [Dc], is given b y ;
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&

Figure 4.9 Coulomb Yield Function for Interfaces
(Matsui and San, 1989)
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C2 0
C2 C, 0
0
0 G
C,

(4.41)

in which
C ,=

E ( l- v )
(l + v X l-2 v )

Ev
C ,=
" (l + v )(I-2 v )

where E is the elastic (Young’s) modulus, v is the Poisson's ratio, and G is the shear
modulus.
By substituting equation (4.38) into equation (4.34) one obtains the scalar parameter,

a.,

such that
= tGdy, -SEds„
2t2G + 2S2E

(4.42)

Substituting equation (4.42) into equation (4.40) leads
f
'5;
ds
cr'n • = [Del » d„n
L J
.V
\ k.

0
0
1
0 S2E
t 2G + S2E
0 - tSG

0
- tSG

(4.43)

t2G

or
r

s;
•5 ; •= M

^

k

T

(4.44)
k

where [Dep] = [D6] - [Dp]

(4.45)

The plastic stifihess matrix is given by
0 0
[d p] ~ 0 Du
0 D,,

0
D i2
D„
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where
n

_
"

S2£2

o

S2E + t 2G

_
22

t ’G 2
S2E + t 2G

^

^
12

-tS E G

S2E + t2G

After evaluating Dep. the modifed matrix D*. can be calculated. Then the element
stiffness matrix will be given by
[K]s, = [K L] , , + [ K , 4 , + [!£ ,„.£ , + [K S], ^

(4.47)

where K l, K nl, and Ks are derived earlier in chapter 2.
Transforming the stiffness matrix from local (^,rj) to global (x,y) coordinate axis one
obtains
[K ],,= [T ][K ],„ [T ]

(4.48)

in which [T] is the transformation matrix containing the direction cosines as given below
cn'
sn*
cn.sn
[T] =
sn2
cn2
-cn.sn
-2cn.sn 2cn.sn cn2- s n 2

(4.49)

where cn and sn are the direction cosines between the local and global coordinates.
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS OF THE N-2 TUNNEL
5.1. Subsurface Condition
The proposed computational model is used here in order to analyze the N-2 tunnel
project located in San Francisco constructed in 1981. The soil condition o f the N-2
tunnel site consists o f an average o f

6 .1

m o f rubble fill underlain by

9 .1

m o f soft

sediment, known locally as Recent Bay Mud as illustrated in Figure 5.1. A stratum of
colluvium and residual sandy clay is encountered below the Bay Mud (compete
description o f the subsurface condition can be found in Clough et al. 1983). The tunnel
o f 3.7 m diameter was advanced within the Recent Bay Mud stratum. The fill is classified
to be loose to medium dense sand. The recent Bay Mud consist mainly o f silt and lean
clay which is normally consolidated. The ground water table is located at 3m below
ground surface.

5.2. Description of the Earth Pressure Balance (EPB) Shield
The EPB tunneling machine, as shown in Figure 5.2, is usually has a cylindrical shape
within which the excavation takes place and the liner is erected. It advances itself by
jacking against the in-place liner segments. After the shield is pushed forward by a full
stroke o f propulsive jacks, the jacks are withdrawn, and the next ring o f liner segment is
erected within the “tail” of the shield. As the shield advances, soil is excavated through
slots in a rotating cutterhead and deposited it into a spoil retaining area located between
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Rubble Fill

Recent Bay
M ud

/
y

Colluvium

Figure 5.1 Subsurface Profile
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Figure 5.2 Earth Pressure Balance (EPB) Shield Section.
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the cutterhead and the bulkhead. Two rows o f cutting bits are usually set between the
open slots in the cutterhead to cut the sofl at the face o f the shield. The soil is removed
from the enclosed spoil retaining area via a screw auger which takes it through the
bulkhead and deposits it into a conveyor belt. The rates o f soil excavation and removal
are controlled by the operator o f the shield.
The fundamental idea o f the earth pressure balance shield is to allow for the control
o f soil removal from the spoil retaining area as shield advances. The total earth pressures
are measured inside the spoil retaining area during the shield advance. This pressure is
applied to the tunnel face to counter-balance, in theory, the existing earth and hydrostatic
pressure. If this pressure is too large, it produces an upheave at the surface . and if it is
too small, it leads to excessive settlements at the surface.

5.3. Finite Element Analysis
Figure 5.3 represent the finite element mesh used in the longitudinal section analysis;
while Figure 5.4 represent the finite element mesh used in the transverse section analysis.
The eight-noded isoparametric finite element. Q8P4, is used to represent the cohesive
soil o f the Recent Bay Mud. The Q 8 element is used to represent the cohesionless soil o f
the fill and colluvium. The pore pressures are kept fixed at the bottom o f the rubble fill
and at the top o f the colluvium. Sbt-noded thin-layer isoparametric interface slip
elements (Q6P4) are arranged between the shield machine and the soil in order to model
the soil-shield interface friction. Desai et al. (1984) carried out parametric study on the
effect of the thickness (t) to length (1) ratio o f the interface element. They reported that,
the use of t/l ratio in the range o f

0 .0 1

to

0 .1

gives satisfactory results for interface

behavior. In this study, the ratio t/l is taken as 0.1. The modified Cam clay model is
used in this study in order to describe the plastic behavior o f normally consolidated
cohesive soil. The yield locus for the modified Cam-Clay is given by
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Figure 5.3 Finite Element Mesh for the Longitudinal Section Analysis.
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Figure 5.4 Finite IElement Mesh for the Transverse Section Analysis.
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f(P. q. Pc (evp)) = M2 P2 - M2 Pc P + q" = 0

(5.1)

which represents an ellipse in the P-q plane. In equation (5.1). P and q are the mean
effective and deviatoric stresses respectively. Pc is the strain hardening parameter
representing the apex o f the yield locus ellipse in the P axis. The modified Cam-Clav
model is discussed in chapter 3.
A nonlinear hyperbolic model is used to describe the cohesioniess soil response (fill
and colluvium). This model has been used by several investigators. Detailed derivations
o f the hyperbolic formulas for Et and v, can be found in various publications (i.e. Clough
and Duncan, 1972; Desai, 1971; and Chang and Duncan 1971). The final equations are
given below:
Et = E, ( 1 - A.t )'

(5.2)

A, - B, log ^
v,

(5.3)

in which the initial tangent modulus , E» is related to the confining pressure,

through

the following empirical formula (Janbu 1963):
E, = K 'P a

(5.4)

and
R f(l -sin<j»Xfff -** 3 )
cos<|> + 2 <Tj sin<|>)

2c

(5.5a)

(5.5b)
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in which c and <j>are the Mohr-Coulomb shear strength: Rf is the failure ratio; (<r[ - c r ')
is the stress difference; Pa is the atmospheric pressure expressed in appropriate units: and
the soil parameters Ai, B |, G. K . and n can be determined from conventional laboratory
tests such as the triaxial tests.
For unloading-reloading o f the soil, the unloading-reloading modulus, Em. has been
found to be related to the confining pressure, o'3, in the same manner as shown in
equation (5.4) for the initial tangent modulus (Chang and Duncan 1971):
(5.6)
in which the unloading-reloading modulus number. K ^, can be determined from cyclic
unloading-reioading laboratory tests.
An elasto-plastic constitutive frictional model o f the Mohr-Coulomb type is used in
order to describe the response o f the interface elements as described earlier. The
interface friction angle, 8 , can be taken as 8 = (2/3)<j>. In which <f>is the angle o f friction
o f the soil.
The soil parameters used in this analysis are taken from Finno and Clough (1985).
Table 1 describes the soil parameters for the nonlinear hyperbolic model used for the fill
and colluvium stratas chosen from the test results for similar materials. The modified
Cam-Clay soil parameters used for the Recent Bay Mud presented in Table 2 are based
on the isotropically consolidated undrained triaxial compression (CIU) tests. For the
interface elements, the soil parameters are taken as: The Young’s modulus E = 14.700
kPa : Poisson’s ratio v = 0.3; adhesion Ca = 0; shield-soil interface angle 8 = 20°.
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Table 5.1. Soil Parameters for the Hyperbolic Model (after Finno and Clough. 1985)
Param eter
v , Poisson’s ratio
Rr, Failure ratio
<|>, Effective friction angle
C, Cohesion, m kPa
n, modulus exponent
K', Primary loading modulus
K'ur, unloading-reioading modulus
Ko, Lateral earth pressure coefficient
Y,. Total unit weight, in kN/m3

Fill
0.3
0.9
30°
14.36
0.5
400
600
0.5
15.75

Colluvium
0.35
0.9
20°
47.88
0.4
945
1400
0 .8

19.68

Table 5.2. Soil Parameters for Cam-CIay Model ( after Finno and Clough. 1985)
Param eter
X . slope of isotropic compression line
k . slope of isotropic unloading-reioading line
M, slope o f the critical state line
Void ratio at critical state and unit pressure
Ratio o f shear modulus to effective
overburden pressure
kv; kh = 5 k v , coefficient o f permeability, in
m/sec
yt, Total unit weight, in kN/m3

Recent Bay Mud
0.326
0.043
1 .2

3.72
40
10*4

16.53

In the longitudinal analysis, the average applied face pressure is kept at 74.25 kPa.
The EPB shield is successfully advanced a distance equal to 1.5 times the shield length as
illustrated in Figure 5.3 by the dashed elements. This has been accomplished by six
subsequent excavation steps. At each step o f excavation, a rigid translation is applied to
the nodes representing the shield face and body until the average applied earth pressure
reaches the specified value (74.25 kPa). The strength o f the soil is reduced by 20% for
the elements just ahead o f the shield face in order to represent the disturbed (remolded)
zone created ahead o f the tunnel face.
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The distribution of the heaving pressure in the transverse section is determined from
the analysis o f a simple 3-D with rigid translation o f the shield face and body. An
elliptical pressure distribution o f

the ratio 1:5:1 for the crown:springline:invert

respectively is adapted in this analysis. The heaving process is completed when a certain
criterion is reached. This criterion is taken by many workers to be based on the field
measurements. This criterion can be taken as when the observed (measured) field heave
is reached (Rowe et al. 1990a) or until the lateral observed displacement is achieved
(Finno and Clough, 1985). This criterion assumes that one knows the field measurements
before the analysis. The aim in this study is to predict the soil response before-the-event.
At this time, the heaving process is considered completed when the predicted excess
pore pressure at the springline during heaving in the transverse section reaches the
predicted excess pore pressure from the longitudinal analysis. This assumption seems
reasonable in this study. In the future, it is suggested to obtain the initial
heave/settlement from the longitudinal plane strain analysis.

The distribution o f the unloading pressure during the closure o f the gap o f 15 cm is
taken as 1 : 1 .5:1 for the crown:springline:invert respectively in order to ensure that the
closure o f the gap at the springline, invert and crown occurs simultaneously. If a uniform
unloading pressure distribution is adapted, consideration must be given to the fact that
closure of the gap around the tunnel opening may not occur simultaneously. This, for
example, can be achieved by monitoring each o f the peripheral nodes separately. Once
any node closes the corresponding gap, that node will be prevented from further
movements. The will be continued until the whole peripheral nodes close the gap.
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5.4. Results of the Analysis
5.4.1. Deformations of the Longitudinal Section:
The predicted longitudinal displacements ahead of the shield that are obtained from the
longitudinal section analysis o f the shield advance are compared with field data measured
at 1.2 m and 5.5 m infront o f the shield as shown in Figure 5.5. Most o f the longitudinal
displacement occurs in the Recent Bay Mud layer. Figure 5.6 compares the predicted
and observed surface heaving. Good agreement can be seen between the predicted and
observed longitudinal displacements at 1.2 m. However, the predicted displacements at
5.5 m and the predicted surface heaving are higher than the measured ones. This is
expected, since the soil is restricted from moving laterally and therefore the plane strain
displacements are expected to be higher than those obtained from the three-dimensional
analysis. A 3-D computational model needs to be developed in the future which will help
in obtaining a correlation between the actual 3-D displacements and the longitudinal
plane strain displacements. This will help in the transverse section analysis, especially in
regard to the value o f the initial surface heave/settlement.

5.4.2. Excess Pore Pressure and Stress Changes in the Longitudinal Section:
The contours o f the predicted excess pore pressure in the Recent Bay Mud layer
resulting from the shield advance in the longitudinal analysis are presented in Figure 5.7.
The time required to advance the shield 7.5 m is estimated to be 0.82 days based on the
average daily advancement (9.1 m/day). This time allows partial dissipation o f the soil.
The predicted excess pore pressure at the end of the shield advancement is 32.5 kPa
located infront o f the shield face and decreases rapidly with distance from the shield face.
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Figure 5.5 Longitudinal Displacement Ahead of the Shield:
(a) at 1.2 m ahead o f the face: (b) at 5.5m ahead of the face.
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Figures 5.8 and 5.9 represent the contours o f axial stress change and shear stress
respectively. The maximum predicted axial stress change of 21.8 kPa occurs around the
bottom comer o f the shield face. The predicted shear stress ranges from -16 kPa along
the bottom o f the shield body to

-6

kPa along the top o f the shield body. This is due to

the feet that the effective normal stress is higher near the bottom o f the shield.

5.4.3. Deformations of the Transverse Section:
The predicted lateral deformation at the time o f maximum heave is compared with the
lateral measurements at a distance of 2.05m and 5.5 m from the tunnel centerline as
shown in Figure 5.10. Good agreement is found between the predicted and observed
lateral deformation. Both the observed and predicted deformations indicate that the
maximum lateral deformation occurs slightly above the spring line, and most of the
lateral deformation occurs in the Recent Bay Mud layer.
The predicted and observed lateral displacement distributions obtained at the time of
maximum heave near the crown, springline and invert are shown in Figure 5.11. A good
agreement with the field data can be seen for the distance less than 5 m from the tunnel
centerline. Similarly, Figure 5.12 shows the distribution o f the predicted vertical
displacement obtained at the time of maximum heave near the crown, springline and
invert. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show that the lateral and vertical displacements decrease
rapidly with distance from the tunnel centerline.
The development o f the surface initial heave and final settlement (after
consolidation) profiles are drawn in Figure 5.13. The surface heaves up to 0.88 cm above
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Figure 5.8 Contours o f the Axial Stress Change (kPa) at the Longitudinal Section.
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the tunnel vertical center axis and settles down to 2.89 cm. The observed final
settlements are quite close to the predicted values.
The radial displacement o f the soil around the tunnel opening are presented in Figure
5.14 during heaving and during the tail gap closure. A final settlement near the tunnel
crown and a heave near the tunnel invert can be seen at the end o f the tail gap closure.
The predicted initial heave and final settlement distributions with depth along the vertical
center axis with depth are presented in Figure 5.15. It can be seen that a large portion of
the displacement occurs within 2 m distance above the tunnel crown.
The predicted and measured surface settlements above the tunnel center axis with
time are presented in Figure 5.16. Good agreement can be seen between the predicted
and measured settlements. The surface initially heaves up to 0.88 cm and settles down
rapidly to -1.96 cm during the closure o f the tail gap. During the liner erection a little
heave occurs due to the feet that an uplift force results from the liner weight and the
remaining equivalent nodal tractions. Following that, the surface settles with time to 2.89 cm due to the dissipation o f the excess pore pressure that was developed in the
Recent Bay Mud layer during the early stages o f the tunneling process.

5.4.4. Excess Pore Pressure and Stress Change in the Transverse Section:
The calculated contours o f the excess pore pressure for the Recent Bay Mud are
presented in Figures (5.17a) and (5.17b) at the maximum heave and after the closure of
the tail gap respectively. The excess pore pressure after heaving varies from about 20
kPa near the tunnel crown and invert to about 30 kPa near and above the tunnel
springline. After the gap closure, this excess pore pressure reduces to about 20 kPa near
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(a) During Heaving; (b) During Gap Closure.
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the tunnel springline and a negative pore pressure o f up to -10 kPa develops around the
tunnel crown and invert. The dissipation o f this excess pore pressure causes the long
term deformation (consolidation) o f the Recent Bay Muud.
Contours o f the Horizontal stress change after heaving and the gap closure are
presented respectively in Figures 5.18a and 5.18b. After heaving, the horizontal stress
increases (up to 40 kPa) near the springline and decreases (up to -20 kPa) near the
tunnel crown and invert. This behavior is reversed after gap closure as shown in Figure
5.18b. Figures 5.19a and 5.19b represent the contours o f the vertical stress change after
heaving and gap closure respectively. The calculated vertical stress decreases around the
tunnel opening from about -6 kPa near the tunnel crown and invert to -34 kPa near the
springline as a result o f the heaving process. After the gap closure, the vertical stress
changes almost to zero near the spring line and about -30 kPa near the crown and invert.
The contours o f the shear stress after heaving and gap closure are presented respectively
in Figures 5.20a and 5.20b. After heaving, a positive shear stress

(up to 20 kPa)

develops above the springline and a negative shear stress (up to -25 kPa) develops below
the springline as shown in Figure 5.20a. A reverse behavior is obtained after the gap
closure in Figure 5.20b, where a positive shear stress (up to 25 kPa) develops below the
springline and a negative shear stress (up to -20 kPa) develops above the springline.
Contours o f the horizontal strain, ex , vertical strain, ey , and shear strain, exy, after
heaving are presented in Figures 5.21a, 5.21b, and 5.21c respectively. The horizontal
strain, e*, varies from about 2.5% near the springline to about -2.0% and -3% near the
invert and crown respectively. The vertical strain, ey . varies from about -1.5% near the
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springline to about 2.5% and 3% near the invert and crown respectively. A positive shear
strain, e*v , (up to 5%) is obtained above the springline and a negative shear strain. ex> .
(up to -2.5%) is obtained below the springline. The pattern of the calculated strain
contours match well with the calculated stress change contours.
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Figure 5.20b Contour of Shear Stress (kPa) after the Gap Closure.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1. Summary
In this work, elasto-plastic coupled equations are formulated in order to describe the timedependent deformation o f saturated cohesive soils (two-phase state). The formulation of
these equations is based on the principle o f virtual work and the theory o f mixtures for
inelastic porous media as proposed by Prevost (1980) and Kiousis and Voyiadjis (1988).
According to the theory o f mixtures, the saturated soil is considered as a mixture of two
deformable media, the solid grains and water. Each media is regarded as a continuum and
follows its own motion. The flow of pore-water through the voids is assumed to follow
Darcy's law. The coupled equations are developed for large deformations with finite strains
in an updated Lagrangian reference frame.
The coupled behavior o f the two phase material (soil-water state) is implemented into a
finite element program (GAP/CTM). A modified Cam-clay model is adopted and
implemented in the finite element program in order to describe the plastic behavior o f clayey
soils. The accuracy o f the proposed coupled system o f equations is tested by analyzing the
one-dimensional and two-dimensional elastic consolidation problems.
Penetration o f the piezocone penetrometer in soil is numerically simulated and
implemented into the finite element program {GAP/CTM). The piezocone penetrometer is
assumed to be infinitely stiff. The continuous penetration o f the cone is simulated by applying
an incremental vertical movement o f the cone tip boundary. The numerical simulation is done
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for two cases. In the first case, the interlace friction between the soil and the piezocone
penetrometer is neglected. In the second case, interlace friction is assumed between the soil
and the piezocone. Analysis is performed for different soil specimens with different stress
histories. Results obtained from the simulation using the proposed model are compared with
those obtained from the miniature piezocone penetration tests (PCPT) for cohesive soil
specimens conducted at the LSU calibration chamber. The resulting excess pore pressure
distribution and its dissipation using the numerical model are compared with some
available predicting methods. There is a good correlation between the analytical results and
those obtained experimentally as well as with some predicting methods.
A two-dimensional computational model is developed in order to simulate the
continuous advance o f the Earth Pressure Balance (EPB) Shield during the tunneling
process in cohesive soils. This model is implemented into the finite element program
{GAP/CTM). The computational model is based on the plane strain “transverselongitudinal’ sections that can incorporate the three-dimensional deformation o f the soil
around and ahead o f the shield face. The continuous shield advance is modeled using the
remeshing technique. Interface elements are introduced between the shield and the
surrounding soil to model the soil-shield interface friction. This model has been used to
analyze the N-2 tunnel project constructed in 1981 in San Francisco. The results o f this
analysis are compared with in-situ field measurements o f the N-2 tunnel project
excavated using the EPB shield tunneling machine. Reasonable agreement is found
between the observed field measurements and predicted deformations o f the soil.
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6.2. Conclusions
In this work, the elasto-plastic governing field equations for cohesive soils that are based
on the theory o f mixtures for inelastic porous media are introduced. An updated
Lagrangian formulation for large deformation and finite strains is used to incorporate the
geometric nonlinearities o f the soil medium. An analytical model that is capable o f
simulating the continuous penetration o f the piezocone penetrometer in cohesive soils is
also introduced. The soil-piezocone interface friction is modeled using the MohrCoulomb frictional model at the nodal leveL The shield tunneling process in cohesive
soils is numerically simulated using the combination o f the “transverse-longitudinal”
sections and the adaptive remeshing technique. This model is capable o f simulating the
continuous advance o f the shield and incorporating the 3-D deformations o f the soil
around the shield. This will enable us to predict “before-the-event” the soil deformations
so that precautions can be made to protect the existing surface and subsurface structures.
Based on this study, a number o f important conclusions can be made:
• The elasto-plastic coupled equations are successfully implemented into a finite
element code (GAP/CTM). The accuracy o f the proposed coupled system o f equations
is tested by analyzing the one-dimensional and two-dimensional elastic consolidation
problems with known analytical solutions. A good agreement is obtained between the
numerical and the analytical solutions.

• The piezocone penetration analysis:
1) The cone tip resistance and excess pore pressure profiles obtained numerically reach
a steady state condition at a penetrometer depth o f (20-30 mm), which is at a faster
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rate than those obtained experimentally. However, the numerical value at the steady
state condition are quite close to those obtained experimentally at the steady state
condition. The calibration chamber tests usually take the “steady state” value as a
single measurement. The difference may be due to some boundary effects and/or
saturation difficulties in the experimental procedure near the top surface o f the soil
specimen; and also due to prestressing problems.
2) The strain and stress changes induced from the piezocone penetration are quite high,
and concentrated very close to the conical surface extending radially in a very small
localized zone. The extent o f the highly affected zone (more than 10% octahedral
strain) is about

(2 to 3 r0) for the overconsolidated and the Ko-anisotropically

consolidated specimens, and about (4 to 5 r0) for the normally consolidated
specimen. This makes the piezocone penetration problem very localized into a small
zone around the conical surface which may lead to incorrect interpretation and
calculation o f the soil properties and parameters due to the high stress redistribution
in the area immediately around the cone tip.
3) The high strain induced from penetration (up to 206%) demonstrates the need o f
using finite strain formulation in this kind o f analysis.
4) The resulted excess pore pressures deviate by (10-15%) due to the soil-penetrometer
interface friction. This is because the soil around the piezocone is subjected to more
shearing and hence, the contribution o f the shear induced excess pore pressure will
affect the total exess pore pressures. This is more obvious for the U1 configuration
of the filter location.
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5) The excess pore pressure distribution resulting from the piezocone penetration is
located in a very small region around the piezocone face especially for the
overconsolidated specimen. A large pore pressure gradient is developed around the
piezocone base especially for the overconsolidated specimen. This makes the
measurement o f the excess pore pressure in this zone to be highly sensitive to the
filter location. Therefore in order to avoid possible erroneous measurements, it will
be beter to place the transducer at the middle third o f the piezocone face since this
area represents the average generated excess pore pressures that is more uniform and
less sensitive to filter location.
6) The radial distribution o f the excess pore pressure obtained numerically is closer to
that predicted using the Gupta and Davidson (1986) method. The cavity expansion
model proposed by Torstensson (1975, 1977) gives less accurate results than the
other methods due to ignoring the shear induced excess pore pressures.
7) The dissipation results obtained numerically are quite close to those obtained
experimentally and to those predicted using the strain path method proposed by
Levadoux and Baligh (1986). The Torstensson's spherical cavity expansion model
gives a foster dissipation rate than both the experimental and numerical dissipation
results.
8) Generation and dissipation o f the excess pore pressures obtained using the finite
element analysis are compared with both the piezocone penetration tests (PCPT)
conducted at the LSU calibration chamber, and with some different proposed
interpretation methods.

Analysis is done for the different soil specimens with
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different stress histories. There is a good correlation between the results obtained
numerically and those obtained experimentally as well as with some other methods.

•

The shield tunneling analysis:

1) The developed two-dimensional model o f the combined “longitudinal-transverse’'
sections is capable o f simulating the continuous advance o f the EPB shield and
incorporating the 3-D deformation caused ahead and around the EPB shield face.
This model is also capable o f

predicting the short term and long term soil

deformations caused by the tunneling process.
2) The predicted longitudinal and lateral displacement profiles are in reasonable
agreement with the observed field displacements. Reasonable good agreement is also
obtained between the predicted and observed lateral displacements distributions at
the maximum heaving.
3) The distribution of the predicted surface final settlement (after consolidation) agrees
well

with the observed field measurements. The calculated centerline surface

settlement with time compares reasonably well with field measurements.
4) A positive pore pressure is developed around the tunnel opening during heaving.
However, after the tail gap closure, a negative pore pressure develops near the tunnel
crown and invert, while a positive pore pressure remains close to the tunnel
springline. The dissipation o f this excess pore pressure is responsible for the long
term deformation (consolidation).
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6.3. Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research
The outcome o f this research will lead toward a better understanding and simulation o f
the piezocone penertation problem and the shield tunneling process in cohesive soils.
Due to the problems complexity and limited time, the model has some limitations which
can be improved for future work. Limitations o f this work and recommendations for
future research can be summerized as folows:
•

The modified Cam clay constitutive model is used in this research, which is not
recommended for highly overconsolidated soils. The reliability o f this model at very
high strains (up to 200%) has not been verified. In addition, the penetration o f the
piezocone at the rate o f 2 cm/sec causes strains to be induced at a very high rates.
Therefore, for future work, it is necessary to develop a viscoplastic anisotropic
constitutive model that includes the strain rate effect and is capable o f describing the
stress-strain relation at high strain levels.

•

Formulation o f the coupled system o f equations for saturated soils is based on the
assumption that both the solid grain particles and water are incompressible. This
limits the model from being applied to swelling soils. It will be o f great benefit if the
proposed coupled equations are modified to describe the behavior o f soils with
compressible solids for application to swelling soils. The coupled equations can also
be expanded to include partially saturated soils with three deformable media, the
solid grains, water and air.
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•

The plastic spin tensor is neglected in this work. The model can be improved by
incorporating a micro-mechanical model that can define the plastic spin tensor for
clayey soils based on the change in the orientation o f the soil particles with loading.

•

The principle of theory o f mixtures can be applied for geo-environmental applications
to account for contaminant transport by incorporating the concentration o f chemicals
and their diffusion velocities into the field equations.

•

In the analysis o f the piezocone penetrometer, sliding is assumed to occur along the
soil-penetrometer interface surface. However, during the piezocone

penetration,

there is a possibility that a soil wedge sticks to the cone tip especially in stiff clays. If
the soil wedge moves ahead o f the cone tip causing sliding to be between the soil
wedge and the surrounding soQ, then the deformation pattern around the cone tip
will be related to the shape o f the soil wedge forming around the cone tip. The model
needs to be modified to include this case.
•

It is o f great importance to expand the computational model for the simulation o f the
shield tunneling process to the three dimensional analysis.
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